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FROM THE EDITOR

the GranD pattern of eXistenCe
Christine Brooks Cote
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P

There is an order to this universe that is both profound and incredibly beautiful.
atterN Was a verY COmmON WOrd

“Ah, we’re back where we started.” Patterns

in my lexicon when I was young, and its

often tell a message, though it takes a little work

application in my life was very practical.

sometimes to understand it.

A pattern was a set of drawings on tissue paper

As

life

and

my

learning

about

the

used to cut fabric for clothes. Whenever I

world moved on, I began to see patterns

wanted a new dress or top or shorts, my mother

everywhere — chemical formulas, cell structure,

and I would walk up to the dimestore to pick out

poetry, mathematical equations, personality

some fabric and a pattern from the Simplicity or

types, social behavior, child development. In

Butterick catalogs.

graduate school, I focused on statistics and

Pattern took on another meaning as my

research methods for educational evaluation.

studies of music progressed. I learned about

I learned how to use analytical tools to look

ABA and ABACA and ABCBA patterns. Letters

for patterns in data sets and then explain the

stand for musical lines or sections, and within a

messages those patterns were telling.

piece of music these lines or sections are often
repeated and organized in a very systematic,

Patterns — discernible

often predictable, way. Be it Mozart, Beethoven,

sequences

Schubert, or Paul McCartney and John Lennon,

behaviors — are all around us. Recognizing

of

arrangements

objects,

events,

or
or

the structure of nearly all music can be analyzed

and trying to understand patterns in all

and patterns identified. Patterns help in the

aspects of our lives are important parts of

understanding of music’s message. When music

being aware and mindful. Some patterns

veers off to start a new section, the mood

are useful and advantageous. Traffic lights

sometimes shifts to something more tender,

and signs, including painted lines on roads,

more mysterious, or more powerful. And then

follow a very set and expected pattern that

when a section comes back around for a second

helps drivers know what to do, and this

or third time, the musician can change the

in turn promotes orderliness and safety.

tempo or the phrasing or the touch as a way

Behaving with courtesy and good manners,

to welcome it back — “It’s me! I’m back!” — or

such as saying “thank you” and holding a

treat it as a memory — “Remember this little

door for someone, provides order to human

tune?” or emphasize it — “Do you hear what I’m

interaction and helps to instill respect and

saying? Let me make it clear. I’ll say it again one

kindness among people. Sarah Voss, in her

more time.” Sometimes the sentiment is simply,

essay “Redemption,” (page 64) looks at the

C�������� B����� C��� founded Shanti Arts in 2011 to celebrate art, nature, and spirit.
Cote edits and publishes Still Point Arts Quarterly, sponsors art competitions and exhibitions online at
Still Point Art Gallery (stillpointartgallery.com), and publishes a wide array of beautiful and intriguing
books for adults and children. Cote was born in Wisconsin and raised in southern California, but now
calls Maine her home. She enjoys the natural environment of Maine with her camera, her husband
and friends, and two playful and energetic Irish setters. • christinecotephoto.com
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Christine Brooks Cote

process of forgiveness and redemption and

There are dark patterns, too, such as

shows that it has a pattern much like what

when you feel trapped or directed by an

happens during light refraction:

unseen and diabolical hand. At times we
cannot find a way to stop repeating what
we so yearn to be freed from.

For true redemption to occur, empathy
must travel from one person (or group
of persons) to another, and it must

There are also patterns that seem to simply

change directions or paths when the

make our world more beautiful and enjoyable:

energy reaches the second person, such

the arrangement of petals on a flower, feathers

that the injured person is moved away

on a bird, or stars in the sky; the sparkle of

from the routine and finds a path of

water in sunlight; the movement of waves; the

unprecedented healing, renewal, and

continuum of colors in a rainbow . . . the list is

freedom. . . . The harm-er must be

endless.

prepared to refract or bend — to offer
the flexibility needed — to accommodate

To

the current internal state of the harmed.

virtually all aspects of life suggests that

me, the pervasiveness of patterns across

there is an order to this universe that is both
Understanding that there is a pattern to

profound and incredibly beautiful. The Chinese

forgiving and redemptive behaviors — and

recognized this early in their history and gave

lots of other human interactions — can help

it a name: Tao. Having observed harmony and

us know what to do or expect in certain

order in nature — the rising and setting of

situations. It can help us deal with emotions

the sun, the movements of the stars, and the

we might feel, realizing and trusting that what

cycle of the seasons — they came to believe

we are experiencing is part of a process that

that there are laws of nature that are rooted in

will reach its conclusion.

patterns. Tao represents a belief in this natural

Of course, some patterns are problematic,

order as well as an aim for all of us to live

such as patterns of behavior that are associated

according to these natural laws. By observing

with abuse or violence, or the pattern of cell

the patterns of the universe, we learn how to

division that leads to cancer. As Leslie Ihde

mold our lives so we may be one with the order

points out in her piece, “Shibori: The Art of

of the universe. Whenever we feel as if we are

Seeing,” (page 116) many patterns of human

constantly pushing a boulder uphill, we need to

behavior,

quite

ask ourselves if we are living according to the

alarming and unsettling. But, by seeing and

once

identified,

can

be

natural order of the universe. We need to find

understanding them, we have the opportunity,

ways to align ourselves with the patterns that

with patience and persistence, to alter these

underlie all of nature. We need to find our place

patterns and improve the quality of our lives.

and be part of the grand pattern of existence.

This is never easy, as behavioral patterns

Patterns

are

everywhere.

Patterns

are

become firmly ingrained over many years of

everything. Recognize. Listen to the message.

practice.

Take your place and enjoy the ride.
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The Grand Pattern of Existence
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Workshop Opportunities 2017
For more information about these workshops
visit www.shantiarts.com/workshops.
We offered our first slate of workshops in 2016 with great results:

Joy Forever: Establishing a Daily Creative Practice, with Susan Currie
•

It was perfect timing for me to take the workshop as I was in a funk about
my work. Susan was a great motivator. I feel invigorated and am back in
touch with my personal creativity.

Building a House: Writing Memoir and Personal Essay, with Janet Sunderland
•

Most inspiring for me was how the instructor emphasized the power of our
personal stories: valuing, articulating, and writing our truths to share with
others. Such commitment from a teacher is empowering. Taking this class
and continually writing, I enjoyed discovering how my emerging words can
help me heal and share hope with others.

We are now building our schedule for 2017.
Some of the workshops in development are shown on the next page.
Specific details will be announced in November.
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Stil Point

Current Exhibition
The River

Art Gallery

STILL POINT ART GALLERY’s current exhibition

— The River — is viewable in our online gallery and

will remain a featured exhibition through October

Who looks upon a river in a meditative

31, 2016. In this issue we feature images from this

hour, and is not reminded of the flux of

exhibition, but there are many more to see online.

all things?

Honored artists for this exhibition are:

— Ralph Waldo Emerson

J UDY M UNRO

Best in Show — Portfolio
Munro is from Rochester Hills, Michigan. One
image from her portfolio is shown on page 12. You
are invited to view others online.
� www.judymunro.com

DAVID H ENDERSON

Best in Show — Single Image
Henderson is from Boonton Township, New Jersey
and his winning image is Brooklyn Bridge. (p. 13)
� www.dfhendersonfineart.com

K AY S ULLIVAN

Award for Uniqueness of Concept and Originality
Sullivan is from Palermo, Maine. (p. 14)
� www.KaySullivanStudio.com

R ICHARD WEIBLINGER

Award for Exceptional Composition and Design
Weiblinger is from Laurel, Maryland. (p. 15)
� www.weiblingerphotography.com

C ANDACE L AW

Award for Distinctive Interpretation of Theme.
Law is from Berkley, Michigan. (p. 16)
� www.candacelaw.com
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Have you also learned that secret from
the river; that there is no such thing
as time?” That the river is everywhere
at the same time, at the source and
at the mouth, at the waterfall, at the
ferry, at the current, in the ocean and
in the mountains, everywhere and that
the present only exists for it, not the
shadow of the past nor the shadow of
the future.
— Hermann Hesse

I like geography best, he said, because
your mountains and rivers know the
secret. Pay no attention to boundaries.
— Brian Andreas

Shoshanna Ahart - Lauren Blackwell - Patrick Cicalo - Stephen Delaney - Marguerite Jill Dye
Susan Esbensen - Gay Freeborn - Richard L. Fung - Myles Gallagher - Eleanor Goldstein
David Henderson - R. Dean Larson - Candace Law - Cynthia Liepmann - Chase McClaren
Carol McCord - Roy Money - Judy Munro - Sushila Oliphant - George Pennington Oded and Pamela Ravek - Karen Shulman - Jeﬀrey Stoner - Kay Sullivan - Nancy Teague
Carolyn WarmSun - Michael Washburn - Richard Weiblinger - Yolanda Wysocki

Stil Point
Art Gallery
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Current Exhibition
The River

Award for BEST IN SHOW — Portfolio

Judy Munro

Shallows
oil on board · judymunro.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST IN SHOW — Single Image

David Henderson

Brooklyn Bridge
oil on panel · dfhendersonfineart.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Award for Uniqueness of Concept and Originality

Kay Sullivan

Softly Falls the Rain
pastel · KaySullivanStudio.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for Exceptional Composition and Design

Richard Weiblinger

Choptank River Fog
photography · weiblingerphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Award for Distinctive Interpretation of Theme

Candace Law

What Lies Below
encaustic mixed media · candacelaw.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Nancy Teague · Waterways
acrylic · nancyteagueart.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Shoshanna Ahart · Cherry Blossoms at the Riverside
soft pastel · www.ah-art.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Susan Esbensen · Hey Wait Up
oil on canvas
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Current Exhibition
The River

Oded and Pamela Ravek · Moon River
glass · RAVEKglassart.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Jeffrey Stoner · On the Edge
photography · jeffreystonerphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Chase McClaren · Processo Della Natura
sculpture ·chasemcclaren.yolasite.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Carolyn WarmSun · Snowy River
acrylic on canvas · warmsunart.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Patrick Cicalo · Along the Arno River
photography · patrickcicalo.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Lauren Blackwell · Cypress Bank
photography · redleashphoto.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Yolanda Wysocki · River Light 1
photography
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

R. Dean Larson · River Scenic 413
photography · larsonart.net
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Current Exhibition
The River

George Pennington · Babb
digital painting
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Gay Freeborn · Superman
oil on panel · paintingsbygfreeborn.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Sushila Oliphant · As the Sun Sets
acrylic on wood · sushilaoliphant.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Cynthia Liepmann · River of Blood
gouache
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Current Exhibition
The River

Eleanor Goldstein · Down River Mist
pastel · eleanorgoldsteinart.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Stephen Delaney · Foggy Reflections
photography · stephendelaneyphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Karen Shulman · Footprints and Marsh
photography · kshulman.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Marguerite Jill Dye · Yellowstone River
margueritejilldye.wordpress.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Carol McCord · Seasons Along the Mohawk 5
photography
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Richard L. Fung · Metolius at 5
photography
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Current Exhibition
The River

Myles Gallagher · Sanctum
photography · MylesGallagherPhotography.com
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August 1 to October 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Michael Washburn · Mekong Num. 3
photography · michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com
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Current Exhibition
The River

Roy Money · Spring
photography · roymoney.com
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Upcoming Exhibitions

stillpointartgallery.com

SOLITUDE
Amid those scenes of solitude . . . the mind is cast into the
contemplation of eternal things. ~ Thomas Cole
Online Exhibition Dates: November 1, 2016 to January 31, 2017
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2016
Selected Artists Will Have Their Work Featured In the
Winter 2016 Issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly

Marcie Scudder, Alone and Lonely
from Simplicity

Gallery Artists

stillpointartgallery.com

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists. Our
current Gallery Artists are listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and
view the work of these amazing individuals.

Shoshanna Ahart
Blodorn
Daniel





Bob Avakian

Eldred Boze

Patrice Drago



David Henderson



Sue Anne Hoyt



Ryu-Hee Kim

Page Miller







Kenig Scher





Gay Freeborn



Myles Gallagher

Marilyn Henrion

Louise Parms

Marcie Scudder


Pat Benincasa

Nina Clayton

Andrew Ilachinski















Jeffrey Stoner

Carolyn WarmSun







Carrie Jacobson

Candace Law








Kay Sullivan



Michael Washburn





Dara

Pat Hinchliffe

Loretta Kaufman


Michael

Carol L. Myers







Lidia

Karen Shulman

Nancy Teague


Sabine

Songho Haam

Tatiana Roulin

Hadass Shereshevsky




Cary Loving

Judy Munro

Natalie Reilly





Bob Craig

Gail Higginbotham

Bethany Rachelle Moreau

Debra Small

Van Vliet



Bobby Baker

John Brooks






Katarzyna Lappin

Yukari Nakamichi







Karla

Richard Weiblinger
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FEATURE

BuilDinG a p erfeCt CylinDer
A. D. Ross
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“My dear, sit still. At this institution you are considered a professional artist and must
act as such.” With that statement, I was given my name, my role, my narrative structure.
Almost as soon as the label was bequeathed, I began to question its merit.

E

veN iN hiGh sChOOl,

value

of

laboring

i reCOGNiZed the
alone,

sitting

soundlessly in a room, pen in hand,

the dark blue shapes of Starry Night with the
sharp edge of my fingernail until I could feel the
lines pulsing in my hand.

ready to work by myself. I was only fifteen when

Yes, I’d teach my muscles to travel like that.

my already estranged father completely stopped

I bent the pages of Matisse’s biography,

speaking to me. There would be three years of

rereading the section about his later life when his

silence before I’d hear from him again. My mother

health began to fail and he could no longer paint.

kept it moving, unconcerned with her distant ex-

Instead of feeling sorry for himself over the loss

husband. She was remarried and focused on

of his famed talent, he adapted. He developed

her career as a D.C. defense contractor and my

a new style, something he called “painting with

newly adopted brother from Korea. Such were

scissors.” I used my paycheck from the diner to

the crazed living conditions that weighed heavily

buy a full-scale print of a framed Matisse blue

on a teenage monster like myself.

nude that my mother, with a slight twinge of the

Later in life, a former high-school friend would

mouth, appeared to find agreeable. Using a long,

confess after too many cocktails, “We all quietly

rusted nail, I hung it beside my bed so it was

respected you. Our parents paid for stuff,

the first thing I saw each morning as I dragged

encouraged us. Then there you were, working

myself from under the sheets. Mattise’s nude

at the diner to pay for paintbrushes.”

had no formed smile or skin, merely a cerulean

It was hard to know where to direct the kind

shadow of something becoming. Looking at

of dangerous drives I felt, and the diner kept me

that coy, luminescent figure curling into herself,

too tired to act on the trouble that moved under

I discovered something: I wanted to be an artist.

my skin. At least I’d stopped getting into fist

Instead of communing with my friends, I took

fights, an accomplishment that even well into

lunch in the art studio and spent my summers

adulthood I struggled to maintain. A white-hot

locked away with handfuls of brushes and pens

frustration filled my lungs.

and tubes of leaky paint. Avoiding the weekend

When I learned to paint, it was like spitting

parties with other upperclassmen, I stayed in with

bitter smoke. I inhaled the brush strokes of Van

oil paints and a bottle of vodka that my older ex-

Gogh and Henri Matisse. Over and over, I traced

boyfriend had bought for my eighteenth birthday.

A. D. R��� is native to Guntersville, Alabama, though she studied art and literature in
northern Virginia for many years. While teaching at George Mason University, she attained
her M.F.A. in Creative Nonfiction writing. She is now a doctoral candidate in Contemporary
Literature at Auburn University in Auburn, Alabama. Her work has appeared in the Phoebe
Journal of Literature and Art and The Foliate Oak Literary Magazine, among many others.
� www.alyssarosswrites.com.
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A. D. Ross

I sipped cold cranberry vodka with lots of ice — a

So we spent our nights eating grotesque meals,

drink I quickly lose my taste for — and painted into

drinking and touching and touching some more.

the purple hours of night. Inside that room with

He fed me as many Macdonald’s cheeseburgers

two squinting windows, I found shape and lost

as I could stomach.

time, working until I could see the sunlight seep

One night, after I’d gotten home from a binge

through my bamboo curtains. Drawing them open

dinner with Niles, I felt a noticeable tension in

like eyelids, I could see every stipple of color that

the house. It was so prominent that I asked my

marked the lawn. On those mornings, I’d go into

family, “What’s going on?”

the bathroom and stare at the mirror, examining

Mother had already consumed a few glasses

the streaks of paint across my face and arms. A dot

of wine, loosening up the typically strained look

of red on my pinched nose. Black streaks tinted

on her face. Her green eyes were wide open,

the ends of my blonde hair and orange smudges

and she nervously chewed her lip, a bad habit

marked my bony wrists. I washed it off with acidic

I’d also inherited. Without speaking, she walked

turpentine and felt a new skin grow in its place.

to the kitchen and carefully pulled a small, white

After I applied to art school, my mother

envelope off the counter.

placed her large, hard hand on my shoulder and

Handing me the letter she said, “It’s already

cautiously advised, “Don’t get your hopes up.

open. I was too worried; I couldn’t wait,” without

You might have to settle on a back-up school.”

giving anything away. She didn’t reveal its

Of which I had only two. A few months into

contents, not even with her expression.

2004, I started getting letters: acceptance to my

I snatched the letter out of her hands and

two back-up schools, one of which came with

carefully removed the folded piece of paper from

a scholarship, but no word from the nationally

within. My brain couldn’t process past the first

ranked art school. I had made the rookie error,

few words: Dear Candidate, We are delighted

putting everything into one shot.

to inform you that you have been accepted . . .

I tried to forget about it. I drank bottle after

Within two months I’d moved to the city of

bottle of cheap beer with my ex, Niles, a waiter by

Richmond, Virginia, trading my three-story

day, weed dealer by night. He was that dark and

family home for an apartment in a rundown

handsome kind of guy who couldn’t keep his shit

neighborhood, referred to by the locals as “hell

together. Some nights we even dared to take shots

block.” Mother was wary of offering too much

of 100-proof peppermint schnapps, so sweet and

financial support, so I was living low. I’d saved

strong the memory makes my molars ache. I could

up ten grand waitressing, but divided up over

smell the mint on his breath as I wrapped myself

four years I knew it wouldn’t be enough. My

in his gangly, russet arms. I’d broken up with him

father broke his three-year silence to send me

because I wanted space to move and change,

four hundred dollars, but that would be the last

and I’d noticed that relationships have a way of

I’d hear from him for five more years. To make

keeping people stationary. I was making room to

my money last, I took the apartment with barred

dream up an expansive life without defined edges.

windows and broken locks. After a month looking

And there was only so much I could expect from

for work, I accepted a janitorial position at the

a local pot dealer. But facing this new anxiety, I

university commons with the fancy title Facilities

only wanted to live in a single, tangible moment.

Assistant. It wasn’t ideal.
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Building a Perfect Cylinder

The art building, my secondary home, was

I could never manage to keep my body still at

situated just across Grace Street. As I walked

times like these. My nerves made me writhe like

from my apartment, the gray clouds seemed to

a worm digging in the mud.

circle around me. I buttoned my sweater to avoid

“No, no, you miss the point,” she said, her

the gusts of wind that made my hair prickle. Rain

mouth fixed in a permanent frown. “My dear,

flooded the asphalt. The water washed over my

sit still. At this institution you are considered a

legs and I could feel the dirt from the street as

professional artist and must act as such.” With

it clung to my bare ankles. I finally reached the

that statement, I was given my name, my role,

tall building, a bare block of gray cement and

my narrative structure. Almost as soon as the

piping. It didn’t look much like an artist’s studio.

label was bequeathed, I began to question its

There were no gradations of color or texture, just

merit.

four imposing walls. Climbing the four flights of
stairs in the cold made me question my decision

My

to bypass the elevator. I walked into the room

a perfect cylinder. A mathematically correct,

where my class was assigned. The inside was

seamless,

unfinished; the architects had intentionally left

undented

the building’s bones exposed.

impossible,

first significant project was to construct
sparkling
cylinder.
but

it’s

white,
The

unsmudged,

assignment

taken

me

was

years

of

My professor was a woman with oaken hair

retrospection to realize that success was never

twisted into bunches of tiny corkscrews. She

the objective. After walking home, I began

was short, but her pronounced bone structure

measuring the cutouts. I worked in a state of

gave her an arresting presence. She spoke

agitation. Gauging and marking, I ruled and

incessantly, filling the silent spaces of the room.

re-ruled each segment of paper, hoping I’d

“You have to make art that will sell,” she said

eventually hit on the right combination of lines.

with a formidable tap of her foot.

Touching the pencil lightly to the surface, I was

“Learn how to tailor your work to your

able to erase the damage to that ostentatiously

clientele. Make your art a commodity. Make

white surface. I was trying my best to avoid

yourself a commodity. This is how you become

smears of lead. My phone lit up among the stray

a professional artist.”

papers with messages from Niles, no doubt.

This was her mantra for the remainder of the

Without thinking, I threw it against the wall

semester. Later that week, she asked us to bring

and watched as the battery came crashing out,

in a mixed-media painting from our portfolio

rendering the device temporarily useless. I’d

for evaluation. As she made her way around

put it all back together tomorrow, I told myself.

the class, she single-handedly established the

After finally discovering a combination that

viability of each person’s artistic career.
“It’s technically good,” she said, pointing at
my piece. “That’s not the question at all. But it

worked, I wound the paper cutouts together,
happy with the fit. Then began the real test:
assembly. I gathered a series of tools to help:

won’t sell. It will not hang, and nobody will buy
it because they can’t hang it either.”
“I know it’s heavy. I must have used too much . . . ”
I muttered, looking down at my squirming toes.

Interior Construction: tape, double-sided
tape, B-12 pencils, rubber cement, Elmer’s
glue, glue-gun, glue sticks
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A. D. Ross

Exterior Construction: super glue, sand

gift from Thoth, the famed Egyptian moon god.

paper, file. eraser

I listened with the hope of overhearing some of
the students’ strategies. Most of the artists were

If there was a product on the market with

not eager to share their techniques. I patiently

the word “adhesive” on the label, I had it. My

waited until one girl, Lisa, began to gloat about

roommate, Sarah, watched as I repeatedly bent

her square. She pushed her thin, oily hair out of

the white boards, cursing under my breath each

her eyes as she spoke. She had initially met the

time they bounced back.

same failure that most of us experienced, but Lisa,

Frustrated by proximity, Sarah cried out,

the clever girl, coated her uneven square with a

“You’ve been messing with that all night. Put a

layer of bright white, self-leveling plaster to cover

book on it and go to bed.” Her almond eyes

all the blemishes. The plaster single-handedly

looked on intently. I’d become something of a

evened out all the lumps and covered the bits of

spectacle for her. She often sat on our loveseat,

tape and pencil markings.

skinny legs folded underneath her ass, watching
as I worked into the night.
“I can’t give it shape,” I screamed, gripping the
roots of my hair.
“Stop being dramatic,” she said, rolling her
eyes. Even when she was being dismissive, I liked

On my cylinder, I could see bits of glue oozing
out of the seams, pencil smudges against the
stark surface, and places where the edges didn’t
quite fit. Along with several other students, I was
told by Mrs. Strasburg to redo the assignment.
“A.D., my dear, this is quite a disaster. You’ll

listening to the twang in her voice. It reminded

never make it as a professional artist if you

me of Mother, whose occasional drawl gave

keep this up. It will not sell!”

away her Alabama heritage.

I went home and slumped into a chair. I was

Exhausted, I retreated to bed, hoping that

planning on sitting there for the remainder of

Crime and Punishment would hold my opponent

college until I heard Sarah open the door. As she

into its spherical position. In bed, I put my phone

began to make a dinner comprised of frozen food

back together and considered calling Niles. No,

and potato chips, I recounted the day’s events.

he could wait, and the waiting would hold time

“Don’t let it get you down. It’s probably a test

until either (1) he moved on, or (2) I fell back into

to separate the good from the bad. Teachers

love. Alone again, I hid the phone and picked

love

up a fettered copy of The Body Artist.

paintings are sexy, so stop stressing.”

My weekend was spent pasting and taping the
insides of the cylinder, hoping to Hades it would

that

black-and-white

nonsense.

Your

I sighed, wondering if her support had an
ulterior motive.

all hold. When I awoke on Monday morning, I

“I get it. Nobody wants a sloppy artist, no

saw that I had done the undoable. The artists’

matter how good they are. We have to be

seamless cylinder stood before me.

precise and clean so the piece will sell. But the

I went to class that day with a glittering ego

perfect-plaster method feels wrong. You should

that quickly faded as I looked around the class,

have seen some of the other pieces. They

astonished to see the sophistication of the other

looked like they came from a factory.”

shapes. Many of them were frankly much better
than mine, refined in all respects. A geometrical
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“Ask those students for help,” she said, pursing
her lips in a coquettish manner.

Building a Perfect Cylinder

“I’m not close with them,” I frowned.

singe. Not a bright flame, but a slow, smoldering

“Don’t worry. You’ve got a week to fix it, right?”

burn. Soon all that was left was a pile of white

“Fix it? That’s not even an option. I have to

ash, and I found it more beautiful than the shape

begin again.”
I went back to work, altering the measurements

that had previously stood in its place.

for a better fit. Before I started building, I ran

B efore

experiments, taking scraps of paper and mixing

came up to the studio to try to talk me out of

I quit the program, my mentor, Susan,

various adhesives to test the effects. After a few

it. She grabbed me tenderly by the arm and

trials, I found that rubber cement and tape were

asked, “Why do you want to leave now? You’re

useless, whereas the glue gun helped create an

just starting to realize your full potential. Plus,

infrastructure, and super glue closed the tiny

I’m teaching a seminar on murals next fall. Your

gaps between the seams. I held my breath each

canvas would be huge. An entire wall. I know

time the glue gun was in my hand. After days of

you’d like that.” Even then, I sensed that a wall

meticulous work, I finished.

would never be enough. I needed a sprawling

I turned in the project on Friday and received
Mrs. Strasburg’s approval. Many of the other

room, a whole world, an infinite cosmos to
satisfy the raging air that filled my lungs.

students had also finished. After class, they

I avoided looking directly into her eyes. They

gossiped about how they would showcase their

were the darkest blue and in such striking contrast

work. The sculptors planned to build a podium

to her white hair, like nothing I’d ever seen before.

to display their shape. One illustrator thought

I wondered if Susan wore colored contacts.

it would be smart to buy a glass case to avoid
damage.

Trying to extract the high, whiny tones from
my voice, I attempted an explanation.

Cylinder in hand, I walked towards my

“This isn’t the right place for me. I have no time

apartment and let their voices fade away with

to pursue other studies. Four years of studio art.

each step. When I reached the alley, I dropped

It’s enough to drive a person mad,” I said as I

all my belongings, including the cylinder. I

picked up my paintings and began piling them

paused and looked around to see if any of the

carelessly into my portfolio, bending the edges

homeless people were nearby. No one; I was

of the black mattes.

alone and hidden.
With my right foot, I furiously stomped my

“Most artists would kill for more studio time.
Why is it such a bad thing?”

cylinder into the pavement, instantly getting

“The art is forced,” I replied as I felt a dull pain

grease marks on the white surface. I jumped

growing in my chest, making me ache to get

up and down until I could see its guts: bits of

away from that building.

cruddy paper, hunks of glue, black smears.

I listened as my last statements echoed down

I grabbed my bag and walked up the fire

the empty cement hallway, colliding through the

escape to my apartment. Dropping the bag on

corridor until they found their way to the ears of

the kitchen floor, I snagged a pack of matches out

students in the adjacent room, students I would

of a drawer. Back in the alley, I lit the first match,

never know.

pausing to smell the sulfur. Then I dropped it. I
lit one after another until my cylinder began to

Later that semester, I changed my major from
“Fine Arts” to “Undeclared.”
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PORTFOLIO

K ARLA VAN VLIET
“A few years ago
I had a dream in
which my friend was
teaching me how to
move through walls.
She said, ‘Like this,’
and pressed her
head against the
wall. I thought, in the
dream, ‘that can’t
work,’ but placed my head against the wall as she
had. In that moment, I felt the wall open and I moved
through. I had the understanding that what can
look solid also holds open space. • In this series of
paintings I explore open space and negative space,
and the idea that structure can hold form and
open form. I work with these questions: In setting
these shapes down on the page, what emerges?
How do the shapes relate to each other? How
does color create tension or harmony within the
piece? • What has emerged are my dendritic
paintings. These forms resemble branching, like
a tree, nerve cells, or the crystalline structures
of rocks and minerals. I see trees within these
forms, and I also see mountains and stream beds,
the solid trunk of a tree or the sandy bottom of a
stream, the open space of sky or lawn or colorful
rocks and pebbles. These paintings arose from
deep listening to a voice within. • Recently I had

another dream in which I held a pendant under
my tongue. One of my paintings was imprinted
on the pendant. This represented my devotion
to God. In my dream, I showed it to the male
leader of a group of believers escaping from the
enemy. From this he knew I was one of them, and
I was admitted to his protection. • When I first
started painting, I used Chinese ink, and ‘color’
was the traditional five shades of ink: light wash
to darkest black. After several years I yearned
for more. Now I work with acrylic paints on both
canvas and paper, laying down thin layer after
thin layer to create depth and conversation
between colors and shapes. This process of
layering teaches me the subtleties of color
language, the tension of space and line, and the
quality of devotion that comes from listening to
the inner self. • Dreams help open doors into the
deeper self. We can choose to close those doors,
peek in, or step through. My pieces arise from
entering the dream and opening the feelings. I
stand in the opened door and listen carefully to
what wants to be expressed from that moment.
Sometimes I use imagery that comes directly
from the dream; other times, new images rise
from the feelings the dream has brought. • I
honor my devotion to this awakening, opening
to the unknown place, listening and following the
call I hear.”

K ARLA VAN VLIET

Galleries, The Gallery at WREN, Women in the
Arts at the Chaffee Art Center co-sponsored with
the National Museum of Women in the Arts, and

has exhibited in many
galleries and juried exhibitions, including: Still Point
Art Gallery, Projekt30, Walkover Gallery, New City
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Devotion's Sig�
“I explore open
space and
negative space,
and the idea
that structure
can hold form
and open form.”
At the Pond, 2012. 16 x 20 inches
(40.6 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic on canvas.

Champlain’s Lake Rediscovered, which toured the
northeast. • Van Vliet studied painting and sculpture
at Bennington College, received her B.A. at Goddard
College, and holds an M.F.A. in Poetry from Vermont
College of Fine Arts. She is a poet, artist, Integrative
Dreamwork analyst and creator/facilitator of
Art and the Practice of Presence workshops and
retreats. She is a showing member of the Helen Day
Art Center and the Chaffee Art Center. Her poems

have appeared in such journals as Poet Lore, Blue
Heron Review, The Tishman Review, and Green
Mountain Review. She is the co-founder and editor
of deLuge, a literary and arts journal, and is the
administrator of the New England Young Writers’
Conference at Bread Loaf, Middlebury College. Shanti
Arts has published two of her collections of poems
and paintings: From the Book of Remembrance
(2015) and The River From My Mouth (2016).

— Karla Van V liet
Karla Van Vliet lives in Bristol, Vermont
vanvlietarts.com | karla@artandthedream.com
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Karla Van Vliet

Jewel Tree, 2011. 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic on canvas.
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Devotion’s Sign

Crab Apple, 2011. 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic on canvas.
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Karla Van Vliet

From the Deck [left to right] One, Two, Three, Five. 2009. 2.5 x 5 inches (6.3 x 12.7 cm). Acrylic on paper.
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Devotion’s Sign
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Karla Van Vliet

From the Deck [left] Seven, [right] Twelve. 2009. 2.5 x 5 inches (6.3 x 12.7 cm). Acrylic on paper.
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Devotion’s Sign

River, 2010. 16 x 20 inches (40.6 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic on canvas.
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Karla Van Vliet

Green Field, 2012. 6 x 6 inches (15.2 x 15.2 cm). Acrylic on paper.
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Devotion’s Sign

Yellow Leaf, 2012. 6 x 6 inches (15.2 x 15.2 cm). Acrylic on paper.
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COLUMN
LOOKING THROUGH

THE

SPIRITUAL EYE

G oD -in-loVe , part ii
Peter AZrak

Reality gives us what we need to bring us to awareness.

It seems that whatever happens, regardless of

feel that a deal has been sealed and then it

the situation, I end up feeling as if my heart is

vanishes. Do I have that right?

breaking. Whether in love or in play, whether my
mother approves or disapproves, whether I get

That’s exactly how I experience it. I search. I find.

the promotion or not, I always come down on

And then — whoosh — it’s gone. It just seems

the side of feeling that I simply can’t get what I

to be my karma. When I was young everything

go after. The carrot is in front of me. I reach for it

seemed to fall into my lap. My grades, my

and BAM ! — it disappears. I can’t seem to ever

girlfriends, my male friends — you name it. It

feel that I get what I deserve.

was all there at my fingertips.

What do mean your heart is breaking?

So why do think it is so difﬁcult as an adult?
What is the lesson for you in not getting what

For instance, you know all about Charlotte. You

you desire?

know how high I was on her and how much I
enjoyed being with her. I mean, really, wasn’t it

There you go again. Some kind of lesson in

clear to you that she felt the same about me? I

all of this? Something about how I set these

felt I had finally reached my goal. I had a woman

situations up in order for me to learn some

who loved me, and I loved her.

bullshit lesson? I really can’t buy into that. Are

But sure enough. What happened before

you really going to tell me that I set up the

happened again. I started to feel secure, I felt

whole thing with Charlotte and then found a

loved, I felt as if I finally deserved to be in love,

way to make it fail? Really Azrak? I wish you

and it slipped out of my hands. I really don’t get

would just come down to reality. Some people

it. Why does this continue to happen to me?

have the right karma; others, like me, don’t. In
other words, I’m fucked.

What I am getting is that you’ve developed a
certain story you tell yourself.

Let’s look at this a bit differently. Maybe it’s
not so much that you set up a situation to fail.

It’s not a story. It is the truth about my life.

Maybe it’s that having your heart broken is

Yes, it is the truth. But you’re making a

say, grow up. Maybe, just maybe, the breakup

connection between being in love and hoping

with Charlotte was a way to make space inside

for a promotion at work because neither

of you, a space that just might be open to

happened the way you wanted. You start to

another interpretation than “I’m fucked.”

necessary for you to change. Or, as you would
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“God breaks the heart over and over and over
again until it stays open.”

— Inayat Khan

There has been no lesson in life harder for me

individual’s quest for inner knowledge, has gone
so far as to say that when we know ourselves
and embrace ourselves we know God. Here the
emphasis is not on knowledge obtained outside

to learn than this: reality gives us what we need

ourselves from teachers and religious leaders, but

to bring us to awareness. In the above example,

rather on the individual’s personal pursuit to truly

the seeker is committed to a perception of life

discover oneself as a seeker. Although seeking

that is filled with despair. The question proposed

guarantees no fixed result, it is the desire to seek

by the therapist / teacher is one that suggests

that leads to an acceptance of what is found.

something to the contrary.

Rather than an objective goal to be obtained,

Situations in life, though we cannot see it, often

this questing is open to whatever is presented to

set the stage for us to learn or realize something.

our awareness. Thus breaking our heart over and

Khan’s words imply that by accepting reality,

over and over again is necessary for us to shift our

we expand our consciousness. We get the

present awareness to include the pain of deep

opportunity to open up to how much we do not

longing that the heart promises.

realize about ourselves. We come to realize that

Here joy and sorrow are no longer seen as

feeling hurt is in fact a gift for healing. Being open

opposites. Joy is not the happiness of this

and vulnerable are not things that get in our way,

particular moment of good news, but rather it is

but things that are offered to us in order to grow.

the full embrace of this moment, no matter the

When we adopt the attitude that difficult

circumstances. Joy penetrates and fills us with a

situations and events in our lives are necessary for

deep sense that we are right where we need to

us to expand our awareness, we begin to absorb

be, receiving the message being offered to us in

the power of Kahn’s reflection. We begin to feel

our present state of awareness.

that we are not victims of life’s events but active
participants in the process unfolding around us.

In all of this an ironic picture emerges.
Although we are intimately involved with the

In Part I of this piece (summer 2016 issue), I spoke

unfolding of our lives from moment to moment,

about moving away from bargaining with [the idea

we become, at the same time, less overwhelmed

we have of] God toward self-acceptance. During

by all of life’s complications. There is a certain

this process, we also move away from viewing God

equanimity that we feel, as the Buddhists tell us,

as an object outside of us, while we slowly begin

and it is ever evolving. Life is embraced from this

to move inward to embrace what we discover

deep sense of connecting with each moment

about ourselves. The Eastern Christian tradition,

and accepting life as it is rather than as we wish

which has stood strong on the importance of an

it to be. Life invites us to join in.



P���� A���� is a psychotherapist, teacher, writer, and photographer. Originally a painter — a
struggling painter — he discovered freedom in the art of photography. He lives in New York City.
• photographsbypeterazrak.com
• photographsbypeterazrak.com/183355/blog-inner-attention
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FEATURE

REDEMPTION
Sarah Voss
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When we are feeling highly creative, we intuitively know we’re speeding along on creative energy.
We know when this energy is depleted, too. And we know that there is an emotional energy that
is awesome and constant, though changing, and yes, maybe in five or twenty or forty years we’re
likely going to be able to track that emotional energy with brain scans that can be turned into
mathematical inputs. Redemption is one of the shapes emotional energy can take.

O

N a staNd iN OUr liviNG rOOm sits

As a general rule, I like change. I like to stay

a tented sign like the ones you

fresh and learn and grow. Creativity is anything

sometimes find advertising dessert

but static. It’s hard, however, to engage

on

by

in change without making some mistakes.

comparison this one is large (a little less than

Sometimes we make large mistakes. One

specials

a

restaurant

table,

only

half-a-yard long and a little more than four

recent Christmas I gifted a lot of people I love

inches high) and is made of heavier than normal

with erasers, really BIG erasers, so they could

white cardboard. In large black letters, one side

continue on quickly when they messed up BIG

proscribes: KEEP THINGS THE SAME. If you

time. They all laughed, but there was still truth

turn the sign around, the other side says: KEEP

behind the joke. We all need to correct some of

THINGS THE SAME.

the things we do. I forgot to buy one for myself,

I set this sign on the stand before the TV in an
attempt to soothe my husband when I change

though, a mistake in itself!
Mistakes inevitably happen when you don’t

the furniture around, which I do with a fair

keep things the same. Thank goodness. As the

amount of frequency. I know it unsettles him to

Christian mystic Meister Eckhart once put it,

have to constantly readjust to where things are

”Even now one rarely hears of people achieving

in our living room, but I change things around

great things unless they first stumble in some

anyway. I do it because it’s a way of renewing

respect.” (Sermons and Treatises, Vol. 2)

my whole perspective, and every time I move
things around, I think that this is the best way

There’s

I’ve ever arranged it, and I’m certain that this

so easily erased, and that is the grave one that

a kind of mistake, however, that is not

time I’ll leave it that way forever. But I never do.

does harm to someone. This type of mistake is

So the sign is intended to reassure my spouse

usually called a sin. In the Abrahamic religions,

that I understand how these changes cause him

the prototype sin was the mistake Adam made

discomfort and that I am grateful to him that he

in the Garden of Eden when he denied God’s

protests so mildly. He’s a good guy. Sometimes

commands

he even agrees that the change is nice.

harmed: forever born with the inclination to do

and

humankind

was

thereafter

In the mid-1980s S���� V��� was the director of the mathematics program at the College of St.
Mary in Omaha, Nebraska. She had a spiritual awakening, the result of which ultimately took her into
ministry. Now she is a retired Unitarian Universalist minister. “Redemption” is a chapter in a workin-process called The Math Mystic’s Guide to Creative Spirituality. Each essay in the collection takes a
mathaphor (a metaphor drawn from mathematics) and applies it to a spiritual notion.
• www.PiZine.org
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bad things. There are two possible antidotes to

redemption, many of which come with various

sin , “original” or otherwise. The first is to have a

shades of religious influence. Because I’ve

redeemer. In traditional Christianity, the ultimate

learned that mathematics can strongly impact

redeemer is Jesus Christ, who paid for our sins

spiritual understandings, I add math to those

with his sacrificial death. The second antidote is

tons of resources on redemption.

to repent, atone, make amends, offer restitution,
provide reparation, and so forth.

The “mathaphor” I’ve used to inform my
thoughts about redemption comes from the

Those, like myself, who follow alternative

mathematics of refraction, a term that refers to

belief systems or variations on the traditional

the bending of light. Anyone who wears glasses

systems, tend to shy away from the idea that

should be grateful for refraction because the

an independent savior might come forward

whole reality of corrective lenses depends upon

to rescue us from things we should really take

it. The same is true for telescopes, binoculars,

responsibility for doing ourselves. Granted, a

kaleidoscopes, and much, much more.

redeemer is nice, and the argument can be made

Snell’s Law of Refraction, named after the

whether a redeemer is even necessary to undo

Dutch

astronomer

Willobrord

Snell,

who

such a deep-seated sin as the genetic one that

discovered the law in 1621, gives the precise

makes us all inclined to do bad things from birth.

mathematical relationship between the angles

Nonetheless, I lean toward the assumption that

at which a light wave leaves one medium and

we are born good and can thereafter choose to

enters another. If these angles, called the angle

do good, and that we can also choose to repair, or

of incidence (Ø1) and the angle of refraction

at least try to repair, the things we subsequently

(Ø2), are the same, and the indices of refraction

do that aren’t good. That pretty much forces

n1 and n2, which represent the speeds of light

us to engage in the latter list of efforts, the

through the two mediums, are just right, then

ones about repentance, atonement, restitution,

the light passes straight through one medium

reparation, expiation, penance, and the like, all of

into the next. If the indices of refraction form

which we might gather together under the single

a ratio less than 1, then there is a critical angle

term “redemption.”

called Brewster’s angle, after the French

Redemption is easy to praise but hard to do.

physicist who discovered it in 1808. This angle

While it is disguised as a noun, redemption is

ensures that all of the light is reflected back into

really a verb: something you do, not something

the original medium, a condition called total

you get. Generally, redemption requires doing a

internal reflection or, occasionally and somewhat

lot, too. As the poet T. S. Eliot wrote, it involves

humorously, frustrated refraction. If the angles

“A condition of complete simplicity (Costing not

of incidence and refraction are not identical,

less than everything).” (Four Quartets, “Little

then the light passes from the first medium to

Gidding”) The equation in this sense is:

the second, changing direction in the process,
or bending. A little algebra and trigonometry

everything = all our best intentions

is needed to make these situations clear and

+ the positive actions that follow.

mathematically understandable, but we can
get a visual sense of these details with a simple

Happily, there are tons of resources on
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imaginative exercise.

Redemption

Picture a group of line dancers, arms linked

where the air and the water meet. This becomes

together, dancing rather rapidly across a

obvious if you shine a light at an ordinary

floor. A length of bright duct tape divides the

drinking straw stuck in a glass of water; the

dance floor into two sections. The dancers

straw appears to change direction at the top

are excellent, and they keep their line straight

of the water, forming a kind of optical illusion.

as an arrow, dancing toward the strip of duct

But, in fact, the angle at which the light enters

tape (the dividing line) with great synchronicity

the water from the air is different from the angle

and at exactly the same speed. The rule is

at which it passes through the water. In other

that everyone dances at one speed — say, six

words, Snell’s Law of Refraction assures us that

m.p.h. — on one side of the duct tape, and

the line will bend.

at a much slower speed — two m.p.h. — the
instant they cross over to the other side. If the

A nd what does this have to do with redemption?

line of dancers is parallel to the duct tape (the

In a word: energy.

dividing line), they all cross over it at exactly the

To my mystic eye, everything is some form

same time, and the only difference is that they

of energy. We know, for instance, of kinetic

immediately slow down the speed at which

energy, chemical energy, heat or thermal

they dance. However, if the line the dancers

energy,

gravitational,

potential,

electrical,

To my mystic eye, everything is some form
of energy. . . . God is spiritual energy.
form is not parallel to the duct tape (i.e., the

sound, nuclear, and elastic energy. And we know

dancing line is diagonal to the line of tape),

about spiritual energy, too. Gravity is the energy

then as they dance uniformly towards the line,

that holds us on earth. Light is electromagnetic

the persons on either end will have a different

energy. God is spiritual energy. Actually, I like

distance to cover before they reach the line. In

to think of everything as spiritual energy, some

fact, each individual dancer will reach the line

of which we can see, some of which we can

at a slightly different time, and upon crossing

experience physically or psychically even when

over, each dancer immediately changes speed.

we can’t see it, some of which we probably don’t

This has the visual consequence of making the

even know about.

line of dancers (which remains straight as ever)

We understand a fair amount about energy,

shift direction. The line they collectively make

especially when it is in a form that mathematics

forms a new angle with the duct tape; that is,

can describe: light, sound, heat, nuclear,

the line bends or “refracts.”

chemical, etc. But we understand quite a bit

The same thing happens when a light ray

about the less mathematically-explicit forms

passes through air into water. Because light

too, such as the energy that keeps us going

passes through air much faster than it does

when we are awake and runs out when we

through water, the light bends at the point

need to rest. Okay, even this probably lends
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itself to mathematical formula, in the form of

brought emotional relief, not only to those

caloric intake or the like. But sometimes the

who were harmed, but also to the perpetrators

mathematics behind energy is not so clear.

who caused the harm and the bystanders who

For instance, when we are feeling highly

“innocently” let it occur, and to some of us who

creative, we intuitively know we’re speeding

weren’t even born but carry a kind of inherited

along on creative energy. We know when this

collective guilt. Redemption is an amazing and

energy is depleted, too. And we know that

wonderful act, a form of cleansing spiritual

there is an emotional energy that is awesome

energy.

and constant, though changing, and yes,

This is just as true on an individual level as on

maybe in five or twenty or forty years we’re

a collective level. Two decades ago a woman

likely going to be able to track that emotional

I knew who had not always been very kind or

energy with brain scans that can be turned into

fair to me called one day out of the blue and

mathematical inputs. Redemption is one of the

apologized for her previous behavior. She said

shapes emotional energy can take. You can’t

she was working through a 12-step program

touch it, you can’t see it, but wow, you know

and wanted to make amends. The feeling

when it occurs.

her apology evoked in me was lightness, as

Consider something very collective and

though something heavy had been lifted off.

common among humankind, like war. War

I was so grateful for this unanticipated ray of

causes extreme harm to people, animals, and

hope that I immediately looked forward to a

the earth, and when war ends, the damage

changed relationship with this woman, whom

done is often only partially repaired. Sometimes

I cared for even though there had been some

reparations are made. Sometimes this redress

difficulty between us. Alas, this turned out to

For true redemption to occur, empathy must travel
from one person (or group of persons) to another, and
it must change directions or paths when the energy
reaches the second person, such that the injured
person is moved away from the routine and finds a
path of unprecedented healing, renewal, and freedom.
is much belated, as in the case of the $20,000

be a case of “frustrated refraction,” as she

payments made by the U.S. government in

wasn’t interested in any kind of continued

February 1999 to 82,210 Japanese-Americans

relationship; she was simply interested in

(or their heirs) who had been interred in camps

working her program. In mathaphorical terms,

during WWII, over fifty years earlier. Even years

the angle of compatibility between us was too

after the harm was done, those reparations

small to sustain the refraction, and instead, her
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Redemption

action was entirely reflected back on her, a

bending of light. Mathaphorically, it describes

total internal reflection.

the kind of energy interchange that occurs in

There is no judgment herein. Total internal

the act of redemption. For true redemption to

reflection, in the purely mathematical sense,

occur, empathy must travel from one person (or

has numerous useful and even extraordinary

group of persons) to another, and it must change

physical

that

directions or paths when the energy reaches the

sparkle, certain types of flashlight lenses,

second person, such that the injured person is

manifestations:

diamonds

optical fibers used in medical endoscopes

moved away from the routine and finds a path of

and telecommunications, rain sensors that

unprecedented healing, renewal, and freedom.

control automatic windshield wipers, and

When the empathy and intent of the first

so on. Similarly, total internal reflection in

person to bring forth redemption is honest, this

the emotional or metaphysical realms may

process works as smoothly as the dancers in our

manifest in spiritual strength. Consider, for

imaginations automatically bend their line when

example, the transformative effects of Jesus’s

they cross over a dividing point. The amount

forty days in the desert, the wisdom Confucius

of the refractive bend, that is, the angle of

gained during his extended years of reflective

refraction, depends on the respective speeds at

wandering through China, the extraordinary

which the dancers are able to move through the

mental agility and gifts of humility of advanced

two sides of the dance floor. In the redemption

yogis, Poor Clares, and other historical

process, I suggest that the difference in speeds

contemplatives. Indeed, any one of us who

is comparable to the difference in the rates of

strives for insight and guidance through the

psychic awareness, vision, and spiritual maturity

reflective energy of meditation and prayer is

between the “harm-er” and the “harmed.” The

using a mathaphorical interpretation of total

greater the difference, the more “bend” must

internal reflection.

occur.

In the physical world, either total internal

Recapping, we can use what we know about

reflection or total refraction can occur in

the mathematics of refraction to . . . well, to

certain light transmissions, but most energy

shed light on a redemptive process that lightens

transmissions of light actually involve a mixture

the effects of a human mistake that cannot be

of the two. Likewise, many energy exchanges

simply erased:

between individuals in social relationships involve
a mixture of both inner reflection and outward

1.

Redemption requires an empathetic

influence. In teacher / student, mentor / mentee,

energy exchange between the two

parent / child, and friend / friend connections,

parties involved in an act that caused

to name a few, emotional energy crosses back

at least one of them harm.

and forth between the two parties and also
bounces back on each like a clairsentient mirror.

2.

The degree of repair possible depends

In everyday living, we automatically utilize energy

on the rates at which each party can

in ways that are similar to the processes of both

“carry” that empathy. The “indices of

reflection and refraction.
However, refraction is the lone process for the

refraction” for these rates are critical
to this process and are determined
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by each party’s previous assimilation

years and that his secrecy had hurt his former

of psychic awareness, vision, and

wife, his children, and this congregation. When

spiritual maturity.

he was finished, we gave him a standing ovation.
After the service, I spoke to him and he held my

3.

The harm-er must be prepared to

hand as though he never wanted to let go. I told

refract or bend , to offer the flexibility

him he had done a brave thing and I’d like to talk

needed to accommodate the current

to him more about why he chose to tell his story

internal state of the harmed.

in this way and to this audience, and he said that
would be fine. When we parted, I carried the

4.

energy

knowledge that the ray of his immense effort

exchange is less than total, some

had pierced my heart. I wanted to tell him I was

of the “light” from this attempted

sorry we hadn’t been the kind of people whom

exchange is likely to be reflected back

he felt he could look directly in the face when

on the harm-er in the form of insight.

he made his amends. I would have told him, but

Even

if

the

empathetic

sometimes enough is all one can handle.
5.



The harmed will continue to suffer the
effects of the original mistake until
the harm-er, or someone acting in
the harm-er’s stead, tries again with

1.

For those who want to see the
mathematics discussed here, there are
abundant resources on the Internet.
Here are a few used in writing this
chapter:

•

w w w.physic sclas sroom.com/clas s /
refrn/u14l1c.cfm

•

w w w.myschoolhouse.com/
courses/O/1/36.asp

•

waiferx.blogspot.com/search?q=total+
internal+reflection

•

w w w.ms nucleus.org /member s hip/
html/k-6/as/physics/5/asp5_2a.html

•

p h y s i c s . b u . e d u /~ d u f f y / p y 1 0 6 /
Reflection.html

2.

The example of the dancing line
is a variation of an idea from www.
physic sclassroom.com/class/refr n/
u14l1c.cfm

greater success.
6.

There is always change, usually in the
form of lightening, at the end of a
successful redemptive process.

At church one Sunday morning not long ago,
a man I’ve known for years went up to the “small”
pulpit and came out to the congregation as a
gay man. He spoke into a microphone for about
five minutes, his head ever bent over the script
from which he was reading as he told his story.
Many of us sitting in the pews had known and
loved his wife before she died after a long battle
with cancer. To my knowledge, none of us knew
he was gay.
Now he stood before us and admitted he was
ashamed, no, not of his sexual orientation, but of
the fact that he had hid who he was for all those
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LIGHT ON O IL C AN
Light doesn’t hit the can until about noon.
Inside, the oil smells earthy, ready for a wheel or cog.
Grady gave an oil can to his younger cousin, Keno.
Here, buddy. Every kid needs a can and a red rag in
The garage in case of rust or other calcitrance.
Oil on canvas. Light on Oil Can, the painter calls it.
Note how sienna mystical surrounds the copper practical.
Ouspensky, who didn’t know the working life,
Insisted: Man is a machine most days.
Light all afternoon illuminates the spout and trigger.
Can you hand me the oiler? Keno asked.
All the while meaning make yourself useful, girl,
No hanging about the shop looking at light.

— Jane Taylor

J��� V������ T����� is a poet and writing teacher with a keen interest in creative collaboration. Her first book of
poems, By the Grace of Ghosts, is a duet of companion poems with the poet, Judith Tate O’Brien. Taylor teaches creative
writing at Ghost Ranch in northern New Mexico, which was the inspiration for When We Say Shelter, a book of poems
written with the Michigan State University poet (and Ghost Ranch colleague) Anita Skeen. Taylor’s latest book of poems,
The Lady Victory (Turning Point) has been adapted for the stage by Ann Folino White and was performed by the Michigan
State University Drama Department in 2013.
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ANDY ILACHINSKI
A NDY ILACHINSKI’ S

photographs have
been exhibited in many juried solo and
group shows, have earned him numerous
awards, and have appeared in several
publications, including Lenswork, Black &
White, and a number of online magazines
and blogs. His work also hangs in many
galleries, businesses, and private
homes. • Ilachinski won the international
book contest sponsored by UK Black +
White Photography in 2007. His blog, taoof-digital-photography.blogspot.com, has
been named one of the top one hundred
photography blogs by Photography Colleges
(www.photography-colleges.org). Ilachinski
is a founding member of Lorton Arts
Foundation’s Photographic Society. • Along
with his father, who was a lifelong artist,
Ilachinski is most deeply inspired by the
works of Ansel Adams, Minor White, Brett
Weston, Carl Chiarenza, and Wynn Bullock.

“By training and profession, I am a physicist,
specializing in nonlinear dynamics and
complex adaptive systems. However, by
temperament and inner muse, I am a
photographer and have been for far
longer than my Ph.D. gives me any right to
claim ownership by physics. Photography
became a lifelong pursuit for me the
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moment my parents gave me a Polaroid
Instamatic camera for my tenth birthday.
I have been studying the mysterious
relationship between inner experiences
and outer realities ever since. • My creative
process is very simple: I strive to record the
subtle, interconnected web of energy that
makes up what we call the world. For me,
beauty permeates everything around us
and appears in its most sublime state when
form, color, pattern, and texture are all in
harmony. In the same way as all “objects” in
this world are fundamentally impermanent
and essentially arbitrary, partitions of
an otherwise continuous, unfragmented
whole, I view photography as an almost
mystical process whereby this illusion of
fragmentation is momentarily lifted and
the underlying essence of the universe
revealed. To “see” the whole, one must first
learn to see “parts” as mere illusions. • In
simplest terms, I take pictures of what
calms my soul. There may be other, more
descriptive or poetic words that could be
used to define the pattern that connects
my images, but the simplest meta-pattern is
this: I take snapshots of moments in time
and space in which a peace washes gently
over me and during which I sense a deep
interconnectedness between my soul and
the world.”

Meditations

“Our understanding of reality is fluid, imprecise,
and forever incomplete; it owes more, much more,
to subjective, context-dependent interpretations
than most of us feel comfortable accepting.”
One of my favorite Zen koans is from the Paul

where two brothers live as monks: one, the

Reps classic, Zen Flesh, Zen Bones, and is called

elder; the other, stupid and possessing but

“Trading Dialog for Lodging.” The story begins

one eye. A traveling monk finds his way to this

by reminding the reader of a Buddhist tradition

temple and — rightfully — challenges the monks

in which a traveling monk can remain in a Zen

to a debate. The elder brother, too tired from a

temple provided he makes and wins an argument

long day of studying to engage in the challenge,

about Buddhism with anyone who lives there.

asks his younger brother to “go and request the

We are then told of a temple in northern Japan

dialogue in silence” in his stead.

— Andy I lachinski
Andy Ilachinski lives in Springfield, Virginia
www.sudden-stillness.com | tao-of-digital-photography.blogspot.com
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The young one-eyed monk and the wandering

“I’m going to beat him up!” Asked to explain

stranger go to the shrine and sit down. A short

his anger, the younger brother recounted what

time later, the traveling monk goes to the elder

happened: “Why, the minute he saw me he

brother to inform him that his brother has

insulted me by holding up one finger to laugh

defeated him. Before leaving, the elder asks

at my one eye. Since he was a stranger and in

the monk to relate what happened. The monk

need of a place to stay, I decided to be kind

recounts the challenge: “At first, I held up one

and held up two fingers, congratulating him

finger, denoting Buddha, the enlightened one.

on having two eyes. Infuriatingly, he then held

So your brother held up two fingers, signifying

up three fingers, stubbornly reminding me that

Buddha and his teachings. I held up three

between the two of us we still have only three

fingers, representing Buddha, his teachings,

eyes. I couldn’t contain my anger any longer and

and his followers living a harmonious life. Your

showed him my fist!”

brother then shook a clenched fist at me,
showing me that all three come from the same,

What

single realization. To this insight I had no answer.

how artfully it blends meaning, distortion,

I thus lost the challenge.”

I love about this simple story is

subjectivity, context, tradition, interpretation,

As the traveling monk made his way back

and the recursive, self-referential nature of “true”

down the road away from the temple, the elder

objectivity and, ultimately, the nature of “reality”

monk’s brother appeared, breathless, before

itself. As space-time (so far as we know) is finite

his brother. “Where is that monk?” he started.

yet unbounded, so too this story suggests that
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Meditations

reality is finite but unlimited in its interpretations.

is not, I remind you, that of the elder who is a

This story also suggests that despite there

mere listener in the story, but the interpretation

obviously being a reality — two monks engaged

of the whole story that you, kind reader, have

in a Buddhist challenge — no one in the story

yourself to offer? The telescoping levels are, of

experiences it fully. Certainly not the two monks

course, endless and “end” remains perpetually

with their dramatically different recollections

out of reach; the next one starts at “two monks

of what happened, and not the elder brother,

plus

elder

plus

Andy-the-photographer’s

who ostensibly hears both sides of the “reality”

interpretation of the story.” What of my role in this,

but is not himself present when the “reality”

as I recount a favorite story of mine from memory,

occurs, and who does not reveal any of his own

and do so fairly and honestly, but certainly not

predilections and subjective interpretations of

verbatim. What intentional and/or unintentional

what he hears from two different people, one of

subjectivities do I introduce into the story that

whom is very close to him, the other a complete

alter its “true” meaning? And so it goes.

stranger. Just what does he make of these two
stories? And what does the elder believe really

What

does all of this have to do with

happened? We might just as well wonder about

photography?

a “more complete” reality that encompasses not

depending on what part of the story one

just the two arguing monks but the two monks

resonates with most strongly. The experience

and the elder. What is to be made of the single

of the wandering monk reminds us that just as

“interpretation” we have of this system, which

all of us privileged observers sit at the center

Everything,

or

nothing,
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Meditations

of a unique, and therefore uniquely limited,

collective memory of possible interpretations

reality, the true nature of reality remains hidden,

that live on in the mind of the photographer as

unknown in whole, and eludes even the mindful

well as those who look at the photograph.

gaze of the wisest of wise observers. Our

And the lesson for photographers? It is simply

understanding of reality is fluid, imprecise, and

this: forget about capturing any definitive

forever incomplete; it owes more, much more, to

truths with your camera. Focus instead on

subjective, context-dependent interpretations

communicating your experiences of ephemeral

than most of us feel comfortable accepting. A

realities.

photograph may depict two monks arguing and
show one monk holding up one or two fingers or

This portfolio represents my own humble
meditations on the ineffability of truth.

clenching a fist. But that is all a photograph can
ever show. And once it is created and the reality

Meditation reveals that the obvious place to

to which it points has ceased to be, the truth of a

begin is not in some other place, it’s right here.

photograph is forever fixed as a sort of vestigial

— Angel Williams
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“Forget about capturing
any definitive truths
with your camera.”
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Meditations

“Focus instead on
communicating
your experiences of
ephemeral realities.”
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“Once it is created and the reality to which
it points has ceased to be, the truth of a
photograph is forever fixed as a sort of vestigial
78 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

Meditations

collective memory of possible interpretations
that live on in the mind of the photographer as
well as those who look at the photograph.”
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The Beautiful
Rebekah Mays
The music spilled out for a few minutes, after which slender women in draped marigold dresses
and men with white linen tunics appeared on the stage, weaving in and out of one another as
they took their places in what seemed to be a market scene. They began singing, quietly at first,
but their voices blended more and more in a harmony that was foreign to Maddie’s ears.

“G

ive me a smile,” her father said

like a statue of Venus she had seen in the Musée

at breakfast.

des Beaux-Arts.

Maddie grinned, mouth closed.

Maddie’s father took another from his pocket
and placed it slyly on Floriane’s plate.

“Oh, you can do better than that.”
Maddie smiled again, showing her teeth this

“It depends what we mean by ‘count,’ of
course,” he resumed. “It’s just more likely that

time.
“C’est ça. Lovely.”

a smile using both of these muscle groups is

“You see,” he said by way of explanation, “a

genuine. It’s expressing the true emotions of

real smile engages both the zygomatic and
orbicular oculi muscle groups.” He paused to

the person.”
Maddie thought of the people she passed on
the winding pathways of their village, Pérouges,

bite into his omelette.

and considered whether they smiled in this

“Floriane, these eggs are divine.”
Maddie’s mother nodded, her eyebrows

way. Many of them looked rather glum, but the
children smiled with their whole faces when

raised in patient curiosity.
“What do you think that means, Maddie?”

they shouted and laughed. The baker did as

The girl thought for a moment. “Well, ‘oculi’

well. “Mademoiselle, what will it be today?” he
practically sang to her when the door would

means something with eyes, right?”
His own eyes widened with expectation.
“So, perhaps for a smile to count you must use
not only your mouth, but your eyes as well?”
“Exactement,

ma

petite.”

He

snatched

something from his pocket and dropped it on
her plate. A chocolate.

open. There was also the elderly couturière, the
dress-maker, who expressed her pleasure in a
different way. She wouldn’t move her mouth,
but it wasn’t necessary: the whole smile was
contained in the eyes.
And then there were her parents. Her father

“And where is my chocolate?” Maddie’s mother

William smiled constantly, always broadly. When

said, turning her head toward him slowly. She

he laughed it was staccato and slightly high-

never moved quickly, always with serenity and

pitched, like he had lost control of himself for

grace. Sometimes Maddie thought she looked

a moment. Maddie’s mother, as elegant as she
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was, did not smile often. But this meant that

The

when she did, Maddie felt she had earned

grandeur. Black and white checkers stamped

it. The expression bubbled up from Floriane’s

the floor, and gold frames surrounded the light

heart and spread smoothly across her face, like

fixtures, windows, and picture frames.

a wave washing over the shore.
Maddie

adored

watching

Water Street Hotel greeted them with

The receptionist had a toothpaste smile, all
her

parents

white, and his teeth vanished every now and

interact, as if she was their audience. Her father

then whenever he pinched his lips together to

was constantly attempting to win the laughs

search for a document on his desk. He would

of her mother, telling a joke or surprising her

find what he was looking for, and the smile

with a bouquet of posies. Sometimes she

snapped again across his face. All was well.

gave him only the smallest of smiles to keep
the game going; other times she couldn’t help
herself and graced the room with her laughter.
At this moment, during breakfast, however,
Maddie noticed that her mother’s face had a

Maddie sat in an oversized armchair and
watched her parents check into their room.
“America is not like France, Maddie,” her
mother had told her.
Maddie’s

mental

picture

of

the

States

more serious countenance than usual. A line

was obscure, formed by stories of her father

creased the normally smooth surface of her

swimming in the Hudson River as a boy and

forehead.

photographs her teacher showed the class of

“We have something to tell you, Maddie,” her
father said.

the “Débarquement en Normandie,” black
smoke pluming from overturned cars and

His smile had waned as well, but his voice
remained cheerful.

American troops crouching, their rifles raised.
But New York City was unlike anything she

“Our lives will be a bit different, but I’m sure
we will adjust in time.”

had imagined. Walking through the streets
alongside her parents, she stared at the millions

Maddie’s eyes darted back and forth between

of glass windows sparkling in the sunlight, at

her parents. They were not looking at one

the enormous advertisements. One featured

another, but at the fringe of the tablecloth.

a couple leaning on a picnic blanket, smoking

“What do you mean, Papa?”
She hesitated, almost afraid of what might
come next. “How will our lives change?”
William looked at her directly in the eyes and
smiled with his whole face.
“We’re moving to New York.”

cigarettes, and another was of a wide-eyed
woman drinking Coca-Cola. Maddie feared for
the construction workers perched so high above
the ground, walking like tightrope performers
along the beams. Down on the streets, the cars
seemed never to stop, perpetual movement,

R������ M��� is an author and travel writer who has lived in New York, Prague, Paris, and now
Kerala, India. Her short fiction has appeared in Hobart and the Forge Literary Magazine, and she runs
the literary travel website litlag.com. You can follow her adventures on Twitter @smallbeks.
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like the Newton’s cradle that her father kept on

his cart and a sign that read “Jimmy’s Hot Dogs.”

his desk. Up and down Broadway, never tiring

“We’ve got to try one of these,” Maddie’s father

of friction.

had said, and he bought one for the family to

Her father’s smile was like a dove in a cage,

share. The vendor stared at Maddie as she bit

uncontainable, wanting to burst forth and fly.

into the bun, a grin spreading across his thick

He’d point out a skyscraper and relate its name

face. It was a huge smile that crawled into the

to them or tell an anecdote about a street

ears, like the drawings of goblins in Maddie’s

corner they were passing. But Maddie noticed

book of fairy tales. It was a smile that wanted

her mother’s demeanor was more reserved:

something from you.

she stiffened whenever another lady walked by

“And here is your room. Number fourteen, just

them. American women took such large steps,

at the top of the stairs and at the end of the hall,

Maddie realized, the steps of people in need

Sir.”

of something. Her mother, on the other hand,

Maddie

shivered

involuntarily

at

the

walked like royalty, touching no part of the

receptionist’s smirk as her father reached for

ground that she hadn’t meant to.

the key.

Yet the strangest thing about New York was

The paintings in the hallways stared at them

the smiles. Everyone on the streets, in the

as they walked to their room. Her father pushed

advertisements, in the hotel reception was

the door of their room open. “Ladies first.”

smiling. Just an hour ago they’d passed a
vendor with a red-and-white umbrella shading
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Maddie’s

mother

entered,

holding

her

handbag in front of her with both hands. She

The Beautiful

seemed

afraid,

perhaps

worried

that

an

American was lying in wait for them. The hotel
porter set their luggage on the floor, tipped his
hat, and left them alone.

her mother, an English translation of Grimm’s
Fairy Tales from her father.
She placed her suitcase on the bed and
removed a few of her possessions: a red dress,

Maddie had an entire room to herself. An

her patent shoes, a playbill of The Sleeping

enormous armchair was positioned next to a

Beauty, which had the dancers’ signatures

table, and red curtains covered the window.

scrawled across the front. She opened the

Despite the room’s elegance, her thoughts

bill and the dancers seemed to leap out from

turned to her home in France, which had been

the pages. Maddie stretched herself onto the

small but contained a labyrinth of beautiful

crimson bedcovers and imagined she was

objects: gold-and-sky-blue tapestries on the

Aurora, waiting for Prince Désiré to kiss her back

windows, a rose chaise perched near the

to France.

fireplace. The library, however, was Maddie’s

That night, Maddie could only hear the clock

favorite spot. Her father’s desk boasted

counting out the seconds and the rustle of bed

contraptions from his work: Van de Graaff

sheets when she moved. But out of the silence,

generators, simple motors, tiny steam-powered

there was another noise that came from under

trains. And the bookshelves were so full they

the doorway. It sounded like music at first, piano

seemed never to end. Maddie could spend

keys racing down the ivories. But as Maddie

whole days strumming through the pages of her

strained to make sense of the sound, she

favorite volumes, something by Jules Verne from

realized it was laughter.
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Maddie pulled back her bedsheets as softly
as she could and slipped into a pair of stockings.
An ear on the door of her parents’ room told her
they were asleep.

The woman nodded.
“That was me. I’m afraid I don’t have a very
discreet laugh.”
Maddie’s eyes fell again on the black posies

Maddie opened the door. By then, the

that cascaded down the woman’s skirt. “Your

laughter had stopped. The lights on the walls

dress is very beautiful,” she said, wanting to

were fashioned like torches, emitting halos

touch it.

of pale yellow light onto the walls. Cigarette

The woman didn’t answer. “Tell me,” she

smoke lingered, probably from hotel guests

replied, “Where are you staying? You should

lounging on the sofa at the other end of the

get back to bed.”

hall. The place seemed empty, a forbidden

Maddie didn’t want to leave her side. She felt

corridor. And yet as her eyes searched the

like a fairy godmother, a woman who had access

dimness she spotted the toes of a pair of

to magic, or at least answers.

elegant black heels.
Maddie paced slowly to the end of the hall,
and as she drew closer, the owner of the shoes

“At the end of the hall,” she said softly.
“Then if you take my hand, I’ll escort you to
your room.”

came into view. It was a young woman with her

She offered her hand in one quick but grand

eyes closed, leaning against the door of a hotel

gesture. Maddie was struck by the thought that

room. She was dressed in a magnificent green

her mother would never move so quickly.

evening gown, an overlay of black lace spraying

They walked silently but with a mission, as if in

from her waist. Green earrings hovered, like

a procession. Maddie glanced at the woman’s

dragonflies, from the bottom of the woman’s

feet. They were larger than she expected but

brown hair. But her face was the most arresting

moved like a dancer’s, one heel slightly crossing

of all. A smile lifted the corners of the woman’s

the other foot with each step. They reached

mouth, like she had just entered a hot bath.

the door and Maddie touched the handle but

Maddie took a step back, but when she did so,

looked back at the woman. The warmth in her

the floor creaked. The woman’s eyes slid open.

face was an invitation, asking whoever wished

Seeing Maddie, she smiled, and her eyes grew

to bask in it.

into their full size.
“Hello,” she said.
“I’m sorry to disturb you.”

“May I ask you something?” Maddie said.
The woman raised her eyebrows and her eyes
widened. “Of course.”

“Not at all. I was just dreaming.”

“What were you laughing about?”

The woman stood up and dusted the skirt of

“I’m not so sure, to tell you the truth,” she said.

her dress, which gave a playful bounce. “What

There was that laugh again, a fountain of delight.

are you doing out here in the middle of the

“I’m very happy. Sometimes I think it’s hard for

night?”
The woman seemed like she had been sleeping

people to understand.”
“What is your name?” Maddie asked.

or in a trance, but now she was speaking with

“Erica,” she said. “And yours?”

full vivacity.

“Madeleine,” she said, suddenly aware of the

“I heard something,” Maddie said.
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French way she’d said it.

The Beautiful

“It was lovely to meet you, Madeleine” the

rest of the world, floating through the sky.

woman said, lowering herself in a partial curtsy,

From their view everything was suspended

“Perhaps we’ll see each other again some time.”

and slow, the only movement from the fog

She smiled and pivoted in place, her dress

that revealed bits of skyscrapers, lampposts,

swishing around her hips and ankles as she

and the greenery of parks below, and then

walked away.

concealed them again.
Maddie’s father took the two-eyed telescope

Safe in her room, Maddie fell asleep and
dreamed of sweet things.

next to them and pressed a quarter into its
mouth. He beckoned to Maddie to look through

The next day, the touch of her mother’s hand on

it. The stillness of the city vanished as all of the

her cheek was the first thing she noticed. Like

individual parts — the boats on the river, the

waking up to silk.

cars on the street, the pedestrians traversing

“Maddie, it’s time to get up. We have many
things to see today.”
Maddie saw her mother, already cleaned and

cross-walks — came into focus. They appeared
to be vibrating unstoppably.
“Like atoms,” her father said in her ear, reading

clothed, the folds of a collar fanning out beneath

her thoughts. “Do you know how much energy

her pinned hair.

is contained in a single atom?”

“Did you sleep well?” she asked, touching a
curl of Maddie’s hair.

Maddie and her father went to the Museum
of

Natural

History

while

Floriane

went

Maddie remembered the woman in green

shopping. A whale hung from the ceiling, while

from the night before. She wondered where she

gems and precious stones sparkled behind

was and whether she had someone touching a

glass. Skeletons of dinosaurs peered at them

curl of her hair to wake her up.

eyelessly.

Maddie nodded and walked to the wash basin

On the street, Maddie and her father looked

in the corner, dabbing a cloth on her face. Had

at the displays of chocolate and dresses in the

it been a dream?

shop windows. She felt the kiss of rain on her

Downstairs in the hotel café she could see her
father’s hands clutching a newspaper. A cup of

hands. “Quick, over there,” Maddie’s father said,
pointing at a restaurant across the street.

coffee sat steaming in its saucer. William folded

When they walked inside, the smell of coffee

a broadsheet and noticed them above the

grounds and fried eggs greeted their nostrils.

World News. He stood up suddenly.

The place was not a café, exactly, but not a

“Good morning, my beautiful ladies!”

restaurant, either. There were booths instead

William kissed his wife, who cast her eyes to

of tables, all covered with red and white vinyl.

the floor, blushing. Maddie laughed as his lips

A few businessmen sat on stools along the

brushed her cheek in turn.

bar, drinking coffee and tapping the ends of

They visited the top of the Empire State
Building first, all three of them peering out
over the railing as the wind threatened to rip

cigarettes into their ashtrays. Maddie smiled at
the sight.
“I guess this is the first diner you’ve been to,”

away their clothing. Maddie pictured the city

her father said, seeing her grin. He laughed his

as an enchanted island detached from the

high-pitch laugh. “Isn’t it wonderful?”
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They occupied a booth near the window so

“And what is that?” The light in her father’s

they could watch pedestrians scamper away

eyes told her how proud he was to share his

from raindrops.

homeland with her.

“I’ll take a coffee,” her father said to the waiter.
He looked at Maddie while their server waited,
as if an idea had suddenly occurred to him.
“You know what I’m going to have?” he said,
grinning, “Boston Cream Pie.”

“A Broadway musical.”

M addie’s

eyes traveled from every curve of

light in the chandelier above their heads, to
the golden fleur-de-lis blossoming on the

Maddie indicated to the waiter the slice of

walls, to the curtains that scalloped along the

chocolate pie rotating inside a chiller cabinet.

top of the stage. She ran her fingers along

Their desserts came a few minutes later,

her chair’s velvet cushion, and her mother

mounted on two plates, both crested with

saw her and smiled slightly, as if she’d caught

whipped cream.

her with a secret. The lights dropped to a

Her father looked like a little boy with the end

low glow and then dimmed to darkness. The

of his tongue sticking out for concentration as

entire theater clutched its breath, and the

he dug into his pie with the side of his fork. Soon

orchestra began.

his plate was clean and he sat back in the booth,
sipping his coffee.
“What do you think of the city?” her father
asked.
“It’s big,” she said.
He didn’t reply, as he was probably waiting for
her to continue.
“I feel it’s trying to tell me something,” she
confessed. “But it’s like I’m hearing a whisper
from underground.”
Her father leaned forward and took her hand
in his. “It’s up to you to find out what it is saying,

The music spilled out for a few minutes, after
which slender women in draped marigold
dresses and men with white linen tunics
appeared on the stage, weaving in and out of
one another as they took their places in what
seemed to be a market scene. They began
singing, quietly at first, but their voices blended
more and more in a harmony that was foreign to
Maddie’s ears.
“Is it India?” Maddie whispered. Her father
nodded, staring straight ahead with shining
eyes.

then.” She felt a brush against her lip; his finger

One woman wearing a lavender sari and

had caught some of the chocolate resting there.

carrying a basket under her arm took center

They both laughed, putting a hand on their full

stage and began singing.

bellies.

As she did so, she walked through the market,

“I have a surprise for you,” he said, reaching

smiling at each apple and banana she held

inside his coat jacket. He placed two strips of

before placing it in her basket. “A little life, a

paper on the table. They were light blue, with

lovely life,” she sang. Her face was so serene

the words “Near but Far” printed on them in

and yet every now and then it flashed with

black letters.

excitement. The scene reminded Maddie of her

“What are they for?” she asked him.

village, when a parade or an early snow caused

“You’ve seen the ballet and the opera. I think

the whole town to shriek with delight.

it’s time for something a little more American.”
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A group of soldiers later marched onto the

The Beautiful

stage. One wandered away from his comrades,

“My love, I’m afraid we have only one solution.”

curious about the town. Turning a corner, he saw

William finally said. Maddie noticed some

the lavender woman pulling a bucket of water

playfulness in his eyes, the lights from the city

from the mouth of the well. She dropped it,

flickering in them.

startled by his presence, but stared at him with
wide eyes. Their love story had begun.
In the final moment of the performance, the

He removed his dress shoes and handed them
to Floriane as gravely as if he were bestowing
a peace offering. But a smile seemed about to

woman’s face broke into the sweetest smile

burst across his face at any moment. Floriane

she had shown yet. A satisfying sense of

stared at the shoes, eventually taking them and

recognition bloomed as Maddie realized the

sliding them on. Her feet looked like baby birds

lavender woman was the lady from the hallway.

in the enormous shoes.

The theater felt warmed by the woman’s smile,

Maddie stifled her smile, but it was no

charmed by the same blissful mood Maddie had

use as her father let out a triumphant laugh.

witnessed the night before. Maddie glanced at

Soon they were both giddy, bending forward,

her mother, who was covering her mouth with

completely helpless against the force of their

her gloved hand. When she lowered her hand

laughter. Floriane began giggling, too, and a

to applaud, she was smiling. “Marvelous,” she

girlish carelessness sprinkled over her face like

said quietly.

raindrops. As their laughter turned into quiet

Maddie clapped harder than anyone when
the actress took her bow.

contentment, William embraced his wife and
stroked her soft, brown hair.

After the show, her family walked across the

Looking back, Maddie took in Manhattan.

Brooklyn Bridge. The lights from Manhattan

She preferred the city like this, in grand silence.

blinked at them, the water still and silent.

It was no longer the unstoppable force of the

“What an experience,” Maddie’s father said.

daytime, but still and watchful. There was

But his words did not capture the lightness in

nothing artificial about its warmth, which she

Maddie’s heart. He seemed to know this, as he

could feel radiating toward her.

fell into silence.

For a passing second, she thought she could

Yet there was one thing that threatened

sense a woman’s face hovering about the

to spoil their evening. Maddie noticed that

windows of the skyscrapers, a woman with a fur

her mother was walking in a strange manner,

around her neck, returning to her hotel room

stopping abruptly every few meters. “Darling,

after a performance. The woman was looking

what’s wrong?” her husband said.

over her shoulder at Maddie with a small but

“The gaps in the wood are the same size as my
heels,” she said, some annoyance in her voice.

proud smile. A moment later, the vision vanished
softly, as if behind a door.

A few strands of hair had fallen in her face. She

At first Maddie wondered if it would return.

stood up again, brushed her dress, ready to try

But what was left, she realized, was more

again.

important than the vision itself. It was a kind of

The splendid atmosphere from the theater

joy that bubbled up from her heart. She could

faded quickly as she lost her balance, her heels

feel it spreading itself across her whole face, like

falling in between the gaps over and over.

a flower unfolding.
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COLUMN
LIGHT BOX SHAMAN

the Born
Vincent Louis Carrella
The photograph to the left is by Carol McCord, photographer, yoga teacher, and student of Vipassana meditation, She lives in Niskayuna,
New York. McCord submitted this image in response to a call for artwork to be used by Vincent Louis Carrella as prompts for this
column. The practice of using art to inspire writing has been around for a very long time, especially in the realm of writing poetry. Jan
Greenberg, author and collaborator on many nonfiction and biographical books about contemporary artists as well as two ekphrastic
poetry collections, has said, “What the poet [or writer] sees in art and puts into words can transform an image . . . extending what is often
an immediate response into something more lasting and reflective.” This is the second of several such columns that Carrella intends to
write in response to images submitted by our readers.

The arroyo where the bus had foundered is bordered on each side by monuments of stone, some
of them resembling ships grounded by the eons, like the bus itself was grounded by forces equally
beyond comprehension. It rests now on tireless axles and is coated with house paint the color of
bread mold so that it’s camouf laged there in the box canyon where it remained on through the
Reagan administration with he alone inside it.

T

filmstriP

The driver was a Black man, the first he’d ever

flashes of bright open prairie broken

known, sinewy tall and silver-topped afro, he

only by black. Sometimes he would

had the eyes of a hunter and a shoeshine smile.

he

WOrld

slid

BY

iN

close his eyes and watch the light dance across

He held the wheel as if it was an altar of stone.

the window panes. The staccato sunbursts of

Sometimes they’d see his eyes flash in the mirror

ochre and pink and then the dark in the rush

as he looked back at them, two bright stars. His

of the tunnels, and the clack clack clack of the

arms were all tendon and bone. Cornelius, he

concrete spacers like a metronome beating out

said his name was, and he told them he was

the rhythm of their lives.

beckoned. He told them he was called. They

V������ L���� C������� is a writer, photographer, and author of the novel Serpent Box. He
lives in northern California with two daughters, two cats, and just a hint of a New York accent. Follow
him on Instagram@serpentbox.
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were hitchhikers, all of them kids. Rucksack

but the bus was an orchestra of wind

renegades with strange American dreams,

instruments and percussive rhythms. Jim

and he was their angel. They would find

Crow liked the sound of the tires. Mattie

nirvana together, he told them, and the bus

Jackson was tapping her foot.

would be their chariot.
The Born-Again Bus was what they called

It’s always like this, she said. You just get
whisked away when you least expect.

it, but there was no mention of Jesus

She wore old dungarees and a white

Christ or the Word of God, and Cornelius

cotton dress with a blue cornflower print,

preached no gospel. He spoke only when

and she sat forward with her arms over

he stopped to pick up a new traveler,

the seat in front of her, a milky way of

though he’d sometimes mutter to himself.

translucent freckles on her shoulders and

To every person who boarded he’d whisper

back. She had a chin like a suffragette on a

a new name, their born-again name,

postage stamp.

because the bus, he told them, was the

I was going to California, he said.

threshold to a new life beyond fear, beyond

You still are, she said. That’s my guess.

pain. He warned them all that to board was

They say he’s got a huge plot of land in

to be changed.

Mendocino County. Right beside the

To the boy who had never before known
a Black man he gave the name Jim Crow,

ocean.
They? he asked.

which became ironic to him later as was his

The others. Sometimes the old man

seat assignment in the rear beside a teardrop

talks to himself and they pass it back but

window that hummed when he placed his

who knows how it changes, his word, from

ear to the glass. The rider to his left smelled

mouth to mouth?

of leather and sweat, and she was barefoot

Do you believe it?

too, her hammertoes tinged with road dust

Does it matter?

and blades of bright green grass. Her born-

It was the summer of sojourners, the

again name was Mattie Jackson, but her birth

first smattering of exodus, and the road

name, she told him, was Sue.

was beset with new hobos. The bus could

Bound for Colorado, she said. But now

not accommodate them all. He started

who knows? It’s all such a great adventure

asking them questions, the new ones he

and a happy mystery too. Don’t you think?

encountered, sitting on their backpacks

The bus bounced and squeaked and their

with their thumbs cocked and that Kool-

heads rocked on their shoulders like crash

Aid gleam in their eyes. He called them the

dummies, but Jim Crow never took his eyes

riddles of the Road Sphinx, and if they gave

off the scenery.

the wrong answers, he tossed them a cold

I suppose, he said.

Pepsi-Cola, shut the doors, and drove on.

Nebraska panned by them in a blur of

The bus was filled by the end of Jim Crow’s

blue and gold, and the air that rushed in

first day. They turned north at Highway 191

from the windows smelled like turned

beneath a dusk sky of indigo and candy-floss

earth and haystacks. The riders were quiet,

when he saw the sign for Eden, Wyoming.
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Cornelius sang softly to them, an endless

empty panes where their arms had hung

repertoire of spirituals, while they drove

free. The wind blows from the back to

through the night, a lullaby deliverance

the front now, contrary to the shape and

broken only by the Doppler drone of big

set of the windows, and it comes in from

rigs, their southbound headlights a flashing

the sea. He imagines, sometimes, the bus

borealis streaking across the windows and

travelling in reverse at fifty miles per hour,

lighting each sleeping face for just the

all the way back to Kansas where his own

briefest of moments, but long enough to

journey began on the day he got on. That’s

remember. Who they were.

all he hears now. The sound of the wind.

It was quiet in the morning and the riders

Though it sometimes becomes something

slept on, but the engine droned its diesel

else entirely, the spirituals Cornelius had

songs and the floor beneath them vibrated

sung to them, a rising and falling of old,

like the skin of a drum so that the pebbles

dark voices reaching out to an idea of

bounced around on the floor. He watched

some great and all-consuming force of love

their strange oscillations. The boy in the

beyond the suffering of human bondage.

seat ahead of him turned round. He was

Sometimes in the wind he hears the voices

the last one to get on the bus.

of the riders, the others who were with him

It is a thing so fragile that to speak
its name is to break it, he said. He was
English, and the accent lent a surreal air to
his nonsequitor.
Jim Crow looked up from the bouncing
pebbles.

then, still young before the fading of the
dream.
The arroyo where the bus had foundered
is bordered on each side by monuments
of stone, some of them resembling ships
grounded by the eons, like the bus itself

I don’t understand, he said.

was grounded by forces equally beyond

Think about it, the boy said. What is it

comprehension. It rests now on tireless

that breaks when you speak?
He wore round wire glasses and his

axles and is coated with house paint the
color of bread mold so that it’s camouflaged

hair loose across his face. He looked and

there in the box canyon where it remained

sounded like a Beatle. He gestured with his

on through the Reagan administration with

arms wide open to the bus, to the space

he alone inside it. Jim Crow, the hermit of

within the bus, quiet save for the tires

the silence and heir to the womb that is now

singing the song of the road.
Hello darkness, my old friend, he said.

That

bur the reaper of the wind. You can go up
there and talk to him. He’s not as crazy as
they say. He’ll tell you the whole story if you

was a long time ago. And now the

want to hear it, and he’ll tell it to you true.

bus is as silent as the grave of the dream

As for me, I can’t bring myself to go back

it once carried so many years ago. Now

to that time or that place. I will live forever

there are no other sounds but the wind.

on that postage stamp where he found me,

The ocean wind when it blows in from

and kept me, like a letter he couldn’t part

the west in the evenings howls across the

with yet bear to read again.
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The Poetry House
Charlene Langfur
That garden was my first, and eventually it became part of my consciousness. It came easily to me. I bought seed
packets at the ACE hardware store in the village on my trip there with Mona, Booth’s ancient basset hound, who
sat in the back of my blue Volkswagen hatchback. Intuitively I picked what to grow: peas (my favorite because
of the tiny f lowers and the tendrils like hands), lettuce ( a small bibb variety), radishes (red ones), green beans,
onions, parsley, zucchini, green chard, sunf lowers, and nasturtium. Ten packets in all. I squeezed the groceries
into the car with Mona in the back seat next to five small tomato plants.
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came to jack up the houses and workmen threw

my life in June of 1970. Richard Nixon

cinder blocks under them because they had no

was President, and the war in Vietnam

foundation to prevent them from sinking into the

raged. The United States had just invaded

ground during spring thaw. My only view from

Cambodia, and students at Kent State University

the window there was traffic. But it was a place

had been shot by the National Guard. None of

to live, and Alan, more than ten years my senior,

us knew what was going to happen next. What

said he had no time to work in order to provide

was to come was a sea change.

better housing for us. He plodded along writing

I spent the summer in Fayetteville, New

a doctoral thesis I thought might have no end. I

York, living in the house of my poetry teacher

worked three jobs: as a waitress, filing invoices

Philip Booth, who asked me to take care of his

for a rug manufacturer in downtown Syracuse,

home and his dogs. It came to be one of the

and making submarine sandwiches in the

most important summers of my life, although

window of Jiffy King of upstate New York until

I did not know it until many years later. Every

it burned down during a James Brown concert.

summer, like clockwork, Booth became a

Such work was the usual penance for a student,

sea man. By May of every year, he was ready

or so I thought. I came from a middle class

to move back to Maine with his wife and kids

household, and I expected hard work. I studied

and books and nautical maps and his trusty

and kept the house and travelled everywhere by

fishing boots. On the morning I arrived with my

bus through the Syracuse winters.

husband Alan, Booth was already on his way to

This is why I spent the first day looking out the

Boothbay Harbor, a trip he had taken every year

window at the gold-colored horse running in

for almost two decades. He worked all year at

the pasture along one side of the rock wall that

Syracuse teaching poetry, but come summer, on

divided one house lot from the other. I could

a schedule planned way ahead of time, he left

not take my eyes off him as he ran between the

for the sea.

birch trees and the copse of young oak saplings.

On my first day at the house, I could not take

The sun shone through the window for most of

my eyes off the gold horse that I could see out

that day, and the horse’s tail flashed in the light.

the window, and I gave in completely to the

I was entranced.

temptation to watch him whenever he was visible.

So, the view out the window of the house

I had moved to Booth’s house from married

in Fayetteville was an illumination of sorts. A

student housing in the center of Syracuse.

reward well earned. I had been given a full

These were basically WWII army barracks made

graduate student fellowship to study poetry in

into individual housing units. In spring, trucks

the fall. The department at Syracuse was made

Charlene Langfur lives in southern California where she maintains an organic garden. She is a Syracuse
University Graduate Writing Fellow and her writing has appeared in The Stone Canoe, The Hampden
Sydney Poetry Review, The Adirondack Review, Blueline, Cold Mountain Review, Pamplemousse,
Earth’s Daughters, Spoon River Poetry Anthology, and The Buddhist Poetry Review.
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up of poets Delmore Schwartz, Donald Justice,

The prior semester I had been in a private

and W. D. Snodgrass, who sang Appalachian

tutorial with him. For my four months of

ballads like an angel, a big burly man who later

independent study, he suggested I read all the

became my second mentor, and who insisted on

work of women poets I could find in print for

my learning metrics and writing from my heart.

my semester’s work. I read almost one hundred

Joyce Carol Oates graduated two years before

books of poems and skimmed others, selecting

me, and Raymond Carver and Tobias Wolfe

in the end a thousand poems that I typed one

were about to join the department as faculty.

by one on my Smith Corona portable — the

Syracuse had a long tradition of having writers

old-fashioned method — and collated them

on the staff dating as far back as Stephen Crane,

into a proper anthology that Booth eventually

who wrote The Red Badge of Courage after the

presented to Viking Press in my stead; it was

Civil War.

an idea he had from the beginning. I wrote an

As a young, married woman of twenty-two, I

introduction and set up a table of contents. The

came of age in the late 1960s, the era of sex, drugs,

collection began with Anne Bradstreet and went

and rock-and-roll. I protested for civil rights and

through the 1960s. But in a time of such nascent

women’s rights and to end the war in Vietnam, I

feminism, the publishers wanted anthologies

worked for the environment, and I knew I wanted

from more established women writers. I learned

to be a poet. But it was not easy to find my place

more about poetry from this project than I have

in the group of confessional poets writing in my

since learned from any classes or workshops. I

own era, an era in which all of us experienced the

learned about voice, how it is the key to writing

great American cultural revolutions head-on and

poetry meant to last.

all too personally. I was a feminist in a department

At the same time, Booth was putting together

of men, looking for a métier and a voice of my

his anthology Margins, and he asked me to give

own. I had not experienced the violence of the

him feedback on his list of possible titles. We

world as my male mentors had in the wars, and I

spent a late April afternoon in his office talking

did not have the mental instabilities many of the

about words and resonances. I tried to give

female poets, like Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath,

him my most unbiased feedback, and I think he

wrote about in earth-shattering ways. My one

made a good choice in the end.

affinity was with Adrienne Rich, who found a path

In my first years as a writing student, I learned

of her own. Finding a path of my own as a poet

that writing poetry was always going to be

countering lies in times of such great change was

a shot in the dark. Each writing required a

not simple.

wily suspension of disbelief. Craft as well as a

I had been Booth’s student for two years by

leap into creativity were required. As Robert

then. Booth was a tall hunk of a man who wrote

Frost opined, it was like trying to play tennis

everyday verse in a modern way. His poems were

without a net. I learned writing could be an

full of the practical, the tacit world. Many of his

act of passion and clarity, and practice was the

poems focused on how weather overwhelms us

essential ingredient. More practice taught me

no matter how prepared we are for it. Dwelling

more. And more. In this way, writing poems

upon a landscape of solid earth, his work was

became a way of life . . . and still is. But I didn’t

about the arcane and the useful, both at once.

know all this then. Back then, as a reader of
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poetry, poetry was Erica Jong’s vegetables

the light no matter how dark the subject was.

and Walt Whitman’s naked swimmers. It was

Stevens was an insurance man from Hartford

also Adrienne Rich’s The Dream of a Common

whose poems were, in part, studies of images

Language. From Rich I came to believe I too had

as well as explorations of the imagination itself.

to dive into the wreck and come back to write

His work was a “Bouquet of Roses in Sunlight.”

again in order to be of value. Rich also taught

Stevens loved to use rhythm that created

me that poetry is a way of seeing everyday

meaning on its own. The quintessential poem,

life, a necessity. Poetry is everything; it counts

“The Poem that Took the Place of a Mountain,”

24/7, and it is ageless. I also learned that writing

shows how words can go farther than readers

poetry is not only about words, it is also about

expect them to go. Stevens took chances with

freedom and discipline, a commitment to an

language no one had dreamt of taking before his

awareness of the everyday. I learned, for good

time, and in many of his poems, language melds

or ill, that to become a poet is to become a

with images. What I learned from Stevens and

witness. What I did not know then is that some

Booth was that writing poetry meant writing all

places I would witness would be more difficult

the time, throughout an entire lifetime, whether

to get back from than others, and going too far

or not the poems work.

out was a risk.

Booth’s poem “Sable Island” became one of

Booth told me a helpful story to see me

my favorites. It was about a true event, a sinking

through times when writing seemed impossible,

of a ship off of Sable Island in Maine. The crew,

when I was stuck getting words to paper. He

Booth wrote, “shaped their course into the

told me something Robert Frost did to one of

breakers as if they were the whole world.” I

his students. One semester, Frost’s best student

wondered if I’d ever have the kind of balance in

wrote only a single poem; no amount of work

my life that he had. In such a wild era, I craved the

produced more poems. Frost thought the poem

balance I did not find in my own home and stuck

was amazing, but he refused to accept it as a

with Alan in spite of the problems. It helped to

semester’s work. He sent the student back to his

maintain order in my life, and even the wildest

dormitory with a ream of paper, having told him

poets are deeply in love with order — more than

to type poems night and day until every piece

most of us let on.

of paper was filled up. He told the student to

Who knows what sticks in a relationship

then hand the ream of paper to him with the

and what doesn’t? We all experience so much

very first poem, the one Frost thought was

trouble in our families and the world around

amazing, on the top. The student did what Frost

us, troubles that mount one on top of the other

asked, and Frost gave him an A, throwing all

and become history. What sticks with us in the

the paper away except for the one on top. Ever

end is often what we did not see at the time.

since hearing this story, I have written poems as

Often we don’t see things until years later. So it

often as possible, knowing some will not make it

was for me. By then I had watched my husband

to where I meant for them to go.

sit on his swivel chair for four years as I took

It was this part of the learning journey that led

classes, cleaned the house, worked. All the

me to Wallace Stevens. Booth and I both had an

promises made to me about marriage were lost

affinity for how Stevens’ poems turned toward

to his studies of Heidegger and German and
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his effort to write his breakthrough Ph.D. thesis

me in a way he often used to get me to change

linking philosophy and religion studies. His

my mind.

thesis was about Heidegger and the movie The

The house was located in the small village

Graduate as well as about Israel and modern

of Fayetteville, a population of about five

“man.” When it didn’t seem to be working, he’d

thousand just off the Genesee Turnpike. It was

take on a new direction of study, making the

and still is the gateway to the Finger Lakes area

project bigger instead of smaller and more

of upstate New York, on the way to Cazenovia

manageable.

and Skaneateles. It was a bit of a bedroom

When we first arrived at Booth’s house, Alan

community for Syracuse, but it also had farms

While I was there the garden became the place
for me to go. It was a steadying place. I felt a
belonging with the ground and the seeds.
wanted to use the desk where Booth wrote and

and paddocks and copses on the back roads.

claimed the space as his own. It was a large desk

It was perfect for gardening. While I was there

facing the horse paddock and the pastures. A

the garden became the place for me to go. It

picture of Booth and his mentor, Robert Frost,

was a steadying place. I felt a belonging with

hung nearby, the two of them arm in arm on a

the ground and the seeds. It made sense to me

lawn in Amherst. I had earned the seat at that

and was going to make sense even after I left

desk. The house we had for the summer was

Fayetteville and upstate New York.

many steps up from the darkest corner of the

Booth’s house had big windows all around,

barracks, which had been my workspace for so

most of them facing the pastures and the

many years. But Alan wanted the best seat in

woods. It was a long house built low to the

the house.

ground with a porch on the back where we

This was a moment of recognition for me, one

could sit at night and watch the stars. The

of those moments in a play when the stage

front yard had been allowed to grow wild with

light shines brighter on a character’s face. No

weeds and wildflowers and whatever army of

matter how good a student or wife I had been, I

bugs and small animals wished to invade. Once

could see I was not part of the dream he had for

during the summer I cut this back as I was told

himself. No matter how much I achieved, it was

to do. I wore my winter boots and a bandanna

more about him than us. When he sat down in

and hoped for the best when it came to the

Booth’s chair, I realized he had already left me.

wild inhabitants.

And I realized I’d have to leave him, whether he
understood why or not.

Before he left for Maine, Booth suggested I
plant a garden. He had several rows already in

“I guess this chair is for you then, honey,” he

the works, and the soil was fertile. Booth always

said, reluctantly getting out of it and looking at

used the leaves he raked the previous October
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as fertilizer; the leaves fed the soil. “The garden

a religious event. I put the tomato plants at the

needs expansion,” he told me, nudging me

end of each row and placed bamboo poles that

to do more, knowing full well I had little time

I found in the garage next to each one. I eased

as it was, finishing the last of college to start

them into the dirt next to the tomato plant so as

graduate school in the fall. Putting additional

not to disturb any of the tiny plant’s roots. That

rows in the garden, he told me, would take only

was it. It seemed simple once I was done, but

a little prep.

it was a great and mystical act, and it made me

That garden was my first, and eventually it

part of the earth’s dream.

became part of my consciousness. It came

To my amazement, everything grew, and so

easily to me. I bought seed packets at the

did I. I learned right away that gardens teach us

ACE hardware store in the village on my trip

about life, and I was responsible for taking care

there with Mona, Booth’s ancient basset hound,

of the land and all the life on it.

who sat in the back of my blue Volkswagen

Years later, gardening led me to become a

hatchback. Intuitively I picked what to grow:

practicing

peas (my favorite because of the tiny flowers

me to include environmental studies in my

and the tendrils like hands), lettuce ( a small

composition classes long before it was the thing

bibb variety), radishes (red ones), green

to do. Who knew so much would take hold from

beans, onions, parsley, zucchini, green chard,

Booth’s idea to expand the garden?

sunflowers, and nasturtium. Ten packets in all. I

Buddhist.

Gardening

influenced

You never know what will come from

squeezed the groceries into the car with Mona

connections. Philip Booth passed away in

in the back seat next to five small tomato plants.

2007, but I think of him often as the man who

My grandmother had been a farmer in a

connected me to the earth. What a difference

small village outside of Prague in Bohemia.

it has made in my life. The garden made me

In the late 1800s she moved with her family

fall in love with the world around me. Watching

to Little Ferry in the meadows of New Jersey.

flowers, herbs, and vegetables take form and

My father worked on the farm all through his

grow in the light is like watching perfection take

boyhood. He was her thirteenth child and knew

shape.

farming inside and out. When I was a child, my

I have been an organic gardener now for

family moved from house to house, so I grew

many years, passing the idea of gardens on to

up without a relationship to land. This garden

students everywhere whenever possible. My

in Fayetteville was my first. I did not know it

stay at Booth’s house marked the end of my

would be so magical.

marriage and the beginning of many rough

The day I bought the seeds I stared out the

times in my life, but it also taught me about

kitchen window at the giant rectangle of soil

writing poetry, growing gardens, and taking

outside the house. Mona and I finally went

chances on new adventures at any age.

outside and walked around it, studying it as if

Many hundreds of poems later, I still write

learning something while we did. It was dirt.

about gardens and I know I will continue to do

Black, loose dirt fertilized over the winter with

so. But my most important message is to try

Booth’s chopped up leaves. I made five rows

gardening. It is simple. It is miraculous. It will

and planted each seed as solemnly as if it was

change your life.
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AMY KANKA VALADARSKY

“For most of my life, almost until the age of fifty, I saw
what I knew. Born in Romania in 1964, my family
moved to Israel when I was eight years old. Following
the family tradition, I studied computer science
and moved straight into a hi-tech career. For
twenty-five years, I used creativity to solve software
problems (and raise children) with brief escapades
into drawing lessons and weekend gardening. A
crossroads in my professional life triggered the
question I had never asked before: ‘What do I really
want to do?’ • Easier asked than answered. I knew
I wanted to let the ‘Creative Me’ take front stage,
but it took almost three years, during which I
became a certified goldsmith, before I fell in love
with photography. • In the summer of 2015, I
relocated from our home in Israel to Santa Monica,
California. While this move held the promise of
many new opportunities, it also meant I had to
leave my two grown sons as well as the house and
garden I had tended for the last ten years. This Left
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Behind series started as a way of saying goodbye
to my life in Israel as well as to create something I
could take with me across the ocean. Through the
process of photographing, I realized these images
captured my very mixed feelings towards this
move: sadness, longing, anticipation, excitement,
and all the nuances in between. In most images,
I photographed seeds symbolizing the separation
between ‘mother plant’ and its ‘children.’ These
seeds are a visual depiction of me moving on to
new places. • I shot this series between February
and May 2015, starting in the garden and slowly
moving to the bedroom, my goldsmith studio, and
my son’s room. While the seeds may seem to
be the main character in the images, for me, it
is the background that plays the more important
role. It is the background that captures the color,
movement, and sometimes the outline of the
things I will not be able to take with me across
the ocean: the collection of antique Alexander
Dumas books, the light on my son’s pillow, the
afternoon light in the studio, the sky and lemon
tree I see from the window, the first light filtered
through white bedroom curtains. This portfolio
is intensely personal, however the feelings
visualized are universal, part of our shared
human experience. • For me, photographty is an
internal journey. Like dreams, photography has
a way of making thoughts and feelings surface,
giving them visual shape. I am still amazed by the
fact that the eye understands before the mind
does. Still surprised to see new facets of me in
the images I create.”

Left Behind
“I am still
amazed
by the fact
that the eye
understands
before
the mind
does.”

“We see what we know until we
know who we are, then we see
what we feel.” — Er�st Haas
— Amy Kanka Valadarsky
Amy Kanka Valadarsky lives in Santa Monica, California.
www.amykankaphotography.com • amykva@gmail.com
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“The garden
was always my
special place,
the closeness
to nature
providing the
much-needed
balance at the
beginning and
end of the most
hectic day.”
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Left Behind

“It is no wonder
that now when
I need to move
on and shift the
center of my life
across the ocean,
the garden
becomes the
symbol of all the
things I have to
leave behind.”
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“This series is my way of dealing with the
difficulty of parting from loved ones and
the fear of moving outside the comfort zone,
trading the familiar for the unknown.”

Left Behind

Amy Kanka Valadarsky
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Left Behind

“The protagonists are the seeds, symbolizing
separation as well as regrowth. The house and
garden are the stage. Like the seeds carried
by the wind, I drift between the rooms and
the garden, camera in hand, planting rows of
memories in my imaginary inner gardens.”
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I didn’t finish a single painting in high school. I had one friend and one boyfriend. I didn’t talk much
to either. The beating from Poet had silenced me for ten years. I spent my days reading or watching
television. I always claimed I did not have enough time to paint. Creativity could not be rushed.

I

ts iNsPiratiON Was frOm the riPPed

later senile ravings, she referred to him as, “that

Polaroid found in the back of the gray

asshole.”

1991 Beretta, used as a bookmark in

Growing

up,

the

neighborhood

boys

Nana’s weathered Bible. It was the only picture

nicknamed him Poe for his rhymes. He quoted

Nana and Poe had taken together during their

many poets from The Second Anthology of

courtship. After his death, we were nearly

American Poems he found in the trash can

destitute. Nana had to go back to work; she

behind the bar where he worked when he was

read scripture on her lunch breaks and smoked

eleven. It was his first and only book, over two

nearly a pack a day until her death.

thousand pages and thick as a two-by-four. It

The photograph displayed her brand new

stunk like a rancid banana. The only time I tried

permanent. It was so recent she did not have time

to open its contents, Poe slapped me across the

to wash her hair; it was extremely curly in short

face and tackled me to the floor.

gray ringlets. I still remember the smell of the

In the painting, Nana was sitting on the left

ammonia in the kitchen sink. I was bathed until

and Poe was sitting on the right. When they sat

my sixth month of life in the same sink. This was

for the portrait, it was discovered Poe did not

when we still lived in the three-flat in downtown

own a dinner jacket. My Mom jumped to the

Chicago, before government housing.

closet and pulled out a moth-ridden jacket of

The painting was of her and Poe. “Like the

my grandfather’s. He begrudgingly put it on.

author,” he would say. Then he guzzled a

Poe sat down in the chair at the head of the

Budweiser and turned on the Chicago White

table, having occupied every single place my

Sox baseball game. We were Cubs fans with

grandfather had. This was echoed later on his

my grandfather. Now with Poe, we were Sox

tombstone. It stated the same phrase as my

fans. Poe was south side of Chicago, poor,

grandfather’s did, “Always remembered, but

and we were north side, rich. He never let us

never forgotten.”

forget it.
Poe was neither a stepfather nor a grandfather.
I shudder at calling him my grandmother’s

After fifteen minutes, Poe got up from the
chair in one of his rages and the painter worked
from the old picture of them instead.

boyfriend. We referred to him as the “gentlemen

Nana always considered the painting cursed.

caller.” His given name was Archibald. In Nana’s

Poe died several months afterward of a heart

V������� P��� is a writer, teacher, and scholar. She has a B.A. from Elmhurst College in English and History, an
M.A. in Creative Writing from Aberystwyth University and an M.A. in English with a concentration in Literary Studies from
Western Illinois University. She has been published in New Welsh Review, The Collagist, Popular Culture Studies Journal,
Journal of Popular Culture, and Still Point Arts Quarterly. Her upcoming publications include Fandom Studies Journal, The
Last Line, and Gender Forum. Popp teaches composition and research at Elmhurst College and English-as-a-SecondLanguage at St. Augustine College.
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attack while sitting in his favorite corduroy

daughter, Nana was a young grandmother.

chair, one of the few items he brought with him

When I was born, she was older, so the term was

when he moved into my Nana’s from Ella Mae’s

appropriate. However, seized with an attack on

boarding house where he stayed the twenty

her beauty and age, she coined the term Nana to

years prior. The morning we found him, the chair

sound, “less old.” She was never found without

was littered with potato chip crumbs and twelve

her makeup on, even in hospice. In death, my

cans of Bud. Those were discounted by Nana.

Mom administered her final cosmetics and

Poe was a martyr. She read “To One in Paradise”

accoutrements. Her only piece of advice to me

at his funeral:

was, “Everyone’s life falls apart, even if you do
as you’re told, but make sure you always have

Thou was all that to me, love
For which my soul did pine.

your lipstick on.” I wore gloss to the funeral.
In Nana’s last days, amidst weeping, wringing
of hands, and endless pacing, she asked to look

She wept the day they buried him and

at the painting again. She still hated it.

poured a final Bud onto the soil as they

“Will you paint one?” she suggested.

lowered his body into the ground. It was his
last drink.

This was an uncharacteristic request. Nana
normally asked for nothing.

The painting was thrown in a neglected

I didn’t finish a single painting in high school.

storage unit. Nana hated it so much that she

I had one friend and one boyfriend. I didn’t talk

never paid the painter. He was a local man. He

much to either. The beating from Poe silenced

had briefly rented a third of our three-flat a few

me for ten years. I spent my days reading or

years prior. He appeared after Grandpa, but

watching television. I always claimed I did not

before Poe. It did not work out, but Nana kept

have enough time to paint. Creativity could

him around as a handyman. She baked him a

not be rushed. I started a watercolor of the sky

blueberry pie to show him there were no hard

during Oil Painting 100; it was pink, purple, and

feelings. Without him, our appliances fell into

yellow. I never got to the blue. For Advanced

disrepair; Poe’s mechanical knowledge did not

Art 450, I painted three mini-scenes of the film

rival his poetry one. After Poe died, the painter

Fight Club, thinking that once I lost interest in

returned after a sensible mourning period to fix

one, I could begin the other. The background

our air conditioner at half-price just in time for

was the washed out puke green in the film and

summer.

our three-flat. I attempted a reproduction of

N ana always said, “Men, line them up across the

the shaky camera work and cinematography
that paralleled the narrator’s mental illness, but

world and shoot every one of ’em.” There were

it ended up looking tacky and overwrought,

few exceptions. “Except Grandpa.” Included in

so I abandoned it and threw it into my closet.

the “shoot ’em” crowd were my father, uncles,

I could only afford one canvas; I painted over

and the majority of my male cousins. I never

each one. I got half-credit on each painting, but

knew how she dealt with Poe.

still managed to get As for my efforts.

Nana was a self-coined term. When my cousin

After high school, I was a student in a private

was born, begotten by her oldest teenage

arts college. We were all living off Poe’s life
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insurance money. I never went away; I stayed

to a lecture in art history about “the greats.” I

local and commuted on the bus or train.

doused it with lighter fluid and burned it in the

My first assignment was handed back with a
resounding purple F. It was mostly unfinished.

parking lot. Nana’s lipstick burned electric pink
and Poe’s face melted away.

Professors are no longer allowed to give red Fs

In a broad-based analysis of my first finished

as it is said to lower students’ self-esteem. I was

painting, it did not do either of them justice. The

distraught, but they passed me on.

faces were long, oval, and maudlin. They were

After the third semester, I took a stint as a

not proportional to the bodies and looked like

waitress in a local eatery. I painted what I saw. It

bobble heads. It was not to scale. The picture

was mostly burgers and fries. I gave up people

had a cerulean blue background, accomplished

altogether.

with one brush stroke. Sky is more complex,

I couldn’t stand my degree, my program, my

there should have been complimentary colors.

fellow students, or my professors. I lingered

It was ultimately a failure on all counts. The

on, took overloads and finished in three years

smiles were saccharine and the bodies were still,

instead of four. The inheritance ebbed away.

not fluid. They were not real.

My junior year, I took the train to visit my friend

Disliking the outside world more than the

at the larger, more well-known university. I saw a

university world, I returned in less than a year for

lighter at a joke shop that reminded me of Nana.

my Master’s. I completed the application while

It was red as a pack of Marlboro’s and said, “Yes,

sitting at the front desk of my third temp job,

I smoke. Fuck you.” It reminded me of her so

ignoring the ringing phone. An M.F.A. in painting

much that an unwilling smile crept across my

sounded like it would fix all my problems.

lips. I didn’t have the money to buy it then. The

I took it upon myself to reproduce the painting

next time I went back, Nana was already dead of

of Nana and Poe again for my final project, the

lung cancer and the gift was in poor taste.

way I saw it. This time, I painted the mothballs

My friend bought a similar lighter that day that

on Poe’s coat. I drew the thick black hair on his

stated, “Rock out with your Cock out.” There

knuckles that he shaved every Sunday night

was a picture of a rooster. I was too proud to ask

when Nana called him a disgusting ape. It grew

her for a loan, so I returned home from my trip

back the third day, but still he did it, each week

with nothing but a hangover and a memory of

on schedule.

my first one-night stand.

Instead of a cheerful place, I painted the drab

After my stint in college, I attempted a

and crumbling three-flat that we sold at a loss

reproduction of the painting Nana wanted. I

once our money ran out. The builder demolished

went to the supply store, used my student

it in favor of new construction. It was a shithole in

discount card, and purchased the correct

1900 when my great-grandparents built it. They

liniments. I thought it would mean something

had low standards after they came off the boat

to use the same canvas I had from high school.

from Ellis Island, lice infected and scurvy-ridden.

The picture turned out just as flat as the

The love that held us together died with my

previous. There was no character or depth to the

grandfather. It was replaced by a tyrant in a blue

drawings. I sketched the same dull and lifeless

dressing gown who brandished the television

characters while I was supposed to be listening

remote like it was a weapon.
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Veronica Popp

“If you don’t like it, you can leave.” He would
say this after his sixth or seventh beer every
Saturday afternoon, while raising his eyebrows

college decision. The deadline was the next day.
Mom and Nana had already gone to sleep.
I signed the acceptance form and enclosed my

menacingly and gesturing to the leaky roof with

tuition deposit check that I had saved from my

his fist. My Mom would have a few glasses of

allowance money. I was going to college. I gleefully

wine and weep into a dishrag in the kitchen.

ran downstairs to the mail box and threw it inside,

Nana would sit near him and say nothing. I

hearing the creak and squeak as I closed it.

painted it all. We could not leave. There was
no place to go; Poe had squatter’s rights on my
home and my Nana.
I painted Nana’s smiling discontent; at her age,
he was the best she could get, so she better

I bolted back upstairs.
“You’re making such a racket!” Poe slurped his
Bud and burped. “What are you doing? Have
you finally stopped pussyfooting and made a
decision?”

put up or shut up. I highlighted Poe’s smirk. He

“School of the Art Institute,” I said meekly.

never smiled.

“So you’re going away?” He eyed me

Even the day my alley cat Mr. Brooks died, he

suspiciously. “On whose dime? The government?”

sneered at my tears and misery. “You shouldn’t

“Nope, I’m commuting. I’m staying home.”

get too attached. Everything dies.”

“You’ll go to school and find a husband, right?

“Even you,” I whispered into my pillow softly
that night, terrified he would overhear.
Funds were scarce those years after my
Master’s graduation. Nana died and Mom went
on disability after too many glasses of wine
and knocks to the head from Poe. We lived in
Cabrini-Green until 2010. It was demolished
in 2011. After a long day of answering phones

Dump that loser boyfriend? Not like your mother
at all,” he mumbled. “Not married to the father
of her child, it’s unwomanly!”
“I haven’t seen my boyfriend in months,” I
replied. “I am going to school to learn.”
“What are you doing to your family? Studying
art? How are you going to support us?”
“I’m going for myself . . . ”

and filing paperwork, I returned home to find

He cut me off. “We can’t all live off your

Mom had overdosed on prescription pain

grandfather’s pension forever. You should study

medications. She left no note. The rats had

business. Something practical.”

already started on her.
While going through her possessions, I found

“Like you? I know what kind of business you
did in the neighborhood.”

it, The Second Anthology of American Poems.

“Hush up.” He did not ask, he ordered, always.

She never opened it. I looked over my shoulder.

“Any packages I may have delivered, I never saw

Poe was dead, I could finally see what was inside.

what was inside,” he recited the script the public

Beneath the cut out pages was one pound of

defender gave him.

heroin. My second inheritance. It was enough to
move, pay off my loans, and bury Mom. The first
line on her tombstone read, “Loving daughter.”
She was at rest.
The night Poe died, I was seventeen. I had
been up until midnight wrangling with my
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“I’m studying something I love. That’s enough
for now.”
“Look, little Missy, you need to get yourself
straightened up, and if I have to knock some
sense into you again, I’ll do it.” He massaged
his left arm.

An Artist's Beginning

“I was seven years old!”

get up again. He was too weak to chase me. I

“It doesn’t matter. It quieted you down, didn’t

pictured him pounding my door down and my

it? Made you think!” He pounded his can of beer
and the amber liquid dribbled on my Nana’s
hand-painted side table.

Nana pulling him off me, like before.
In all my life, he only got one hit in. Nana made
sure of that. It was the only time she ever called

I watched the beer continue to trail down

the police. Then she beat him with the cordless

onto the hardwood floors that my grandfather

phone. She paid for that after Mom bailed Poe

painstakingly buffed and coated each summer.

out. His grip on her was the strongest.

Those floors were the prize of his home. Now
they were scratched, stained, and ruined.
“Go to Hell!”

According to the coroner’s report, a few
minutes after our conversation, Poe’s heart
seized. He died alone in his chair, in my

After five years as a temp at the call center,
they finally gave “painter girl” an office. The
true likeness of Nana and Poe hangs there
next to my diplomas. They were at rest.
My Mom often told me that I had my father’s

grandfather’s house, a few minutes after

temper and his lack of rationale. Poe was twice

midnight that evening. Morning came and the

my size and already drunk. I knew what he could

three of us discovered him.

do. The words flew out of me like bile; the intent
was to wound irrevocably.
Poe flinched, but said nothing.
I waited another moment and there was still
no response. Poe sat still. He never sat still.

I awoke with a smile. Sundays were the best
days. A hungover Poe would sleep in, while we
would make breakfast together, like old times.
They both blamed themselves that he died
alone. I made no remark. He made me his

Then I saw his eyes, bloodshot red. He grunted

beneficiary, days prior. It was a recent change

and a stream of spittle ran down his chin. He

and only noted that it was for little Missy’s

spluttered angrily, but no words came out. He

school, “wherever and whatever she chose.”

clutched his left arm again. His right hand still

After ten years in prison, we were all justly

had the television remote, a repeat of the Sox

pardoned. I could only remember Poe for

game played in the background. He pointed to

himself.

his bookshelf with the single book of poems. He
groaned loudly.
I turned and walked away, shutting my bedroom
door behind me. It was the first night in over ten
years that I didn’t lock it. I knew he would never

After five years as a temp at the call center,
they finally gave “painter girl” an office. The true
likeness of Nana and Poe hangs there next to
my diplomas. They were at rest.
I could begin.
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shiBori: a n eXerCise in seeinG
Leslie IhDe
When I finally rinsed and then unfurled my pieces, I was delighted and awed. My
amateur handling of the fabric and dye yielded marvelous variations; there were
shading and pattern repetitions with ghost-like octaves in fainter and fainter blue.
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OU’ve PrOBaBlY seeN it WithOUt

kikko pattern, or tortoiseshell. Here the fabric is

knowing you’ve seen it. It shows up in

folded and clamped into a neat triangular stack.

clothing, pillows and sheets, and even

After submersion in an indigo vat, the fabric is

rugs, but you might have mistaken it for simple

carefully unfolded to reveal a precise but trippy

tie-dye.

pattern of hexagons with shadowy triangles

Shibori — this ancient technique of hand

meeting at their points in the centers.

dying originated in Japan and has come to

Folds, clamps, and various methods of resist

us through the centuries with the beautiful

are used to prevent the dye from thoroughly

aesthetic of Japanese culture. As they did with

penetrating the fabric, thus creating different

poetry, refining and clarifying until they had

degrees of saturation that result in interesting

created the most elegant forms — among them

patterns. Different ways of using folds, clamps,

haiku, the three lined jewel; tanka, a five lined

and resists were explored and cataloged

poem that ventures to more personal themes

until patterns could be reproduced. Thread

than haiku; and haiga, a combination of haiku

introduces another set of binding techniques.

with an image — the Japanese explored and

Midori shibori is a pattern called “willow leaf.” It

refined shibori until they created an elegant

is produced by pleating and binding sections of

and surprisingly precise language of pattern.

fabric with thread. Modern shibori dyers can use

Using indigo dye and natural fabrics these

rubber bands, but don’t picture the garish star-

patterns were displayed in kimonos, robes, and

like patterns of 1960s tie-dye. The refined resist

costumes. The modern fabric artist can borrow

and indigo work of ancient Japan transcends

techniques centuries in the making.

this splashy version.

Matsukaze arashi means “wind in the pines.”

In my own work with shibori, I gratefully

It is a shibori pattern formed by wrapping cloth

accepted the modern person’s conveniences. My

counterclockwise on a pole at a 45-degree

indigo vat didn’t come from my own cultivated

angle. Thread is then wrapped around the fabric

indigo plants, but was ordered from Amazon as

on the pole in the opposite direction. Then

a kit. Rather than thread and twine, I used rubber

the fabric is compressed on the pole and the

bands. My poles were pieces of drainage pipes,

pole dipped in an indigo vat. Both predictable

and my binding wood pieces were stir sticks

and yet random, since the maker cannot know

given away by paint shops and squares of balsa

exactly how the pattern will emerge, arashi is

wood from craft shops. My patterns emerged

stirring, like wind, and evokes a feeling of both

equally entrancing nevertheless.
I started with raw, slightly tinted sheets of

movement and detail.
Boards and clamps are used to create the

linen. Washing the fabric first to remove any

LESLIE IHDE is a psychotherapist, artist, and spiritual teacher. As an adolescent, she attended
just three Quaker meetings. Too young to drive and unable to persuade her mother to drive her to
the meetings regularly, she did not encounter another rich spiritual influence until college. There
she met a mystic who was to become her mentor for some thirty years. Leslie offers guided
spiritual self-inquiry, drawing inspiration from the Quaker meeting, Zen Buddhism, Socratic
philosophy, and mysticism. She lives in Ithaca, New York. spiritualself-inquiry.com
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residue coatings, I bound and tied my pieces

was the repetitions and varying patterns of the

before submerging them briefly in cool, clear

shibori cloth I had made. Later, ironing my jewels

water in my sink. After pressing out the extra

and marveling again at the indigo markings, the

water, I dipped my wrapped pieces, one by one,

conversations from the day returned. “Aren’t

into my vat, which is a cobalt blue Lowe’s bucket

these the same patterns?” I wondered. “Yes,

filled with the indigo dye I mixed. Careful to

they are the same, for sure,” I thought. It seemed

avoid introducing oxygen to my vat, I held my

to me that the patterns of human relationship

pieces down with copper wire hooks left over

were replicated in the cloth.

from some other project and now adapted to a
selection of hooks in various lengths.
After dipping, I left my cobalt blue bundles

Working their way through the layers of our
unconscious, the patterns of our lives, like a lotus
flower breaking the surface of the water, emerge

to rest for a good hour. The excitement was

in art. The swishy burst of willow — yanagi

pressing. Even as I did my other tasks, I couldn’t

shibori — is the pattern of closeness then

keep my mind from drifting back to the tight

distance between a husband and wife. The

indigo presents I had made for myself, sitting

dizzying pattern of wood grain — mokume

on my plexiglass covered kitchen counter.

shibori — depicts a dense and conflicted family.

When I finally rinsed and then unfurled my

Itajime, with its pleasant repetition of softened

pieces, I was delighted and awed. My amateur

triangles represents a healthy and restorative

handling of the fabric and dye yielded marvelous

relationship supported by personal ritual. Here

variations; there were shading and pattern

they touch, here they grow apart; painted in

repetitions with ghost-like octaves in fainter and

indigo, the dance of our love lives finds its voice.

fainter blue.

The indigo shapes seem to shift in a comforting

As

rhythm, almost like music. I felt quite sure
I went on with my day, meeting with my

that the patterns were communicating to me.

clients, the images of the shibori seemed to

Pattern is, after all, what we both hate and love,

be whispering in the back of my mind. The

depending on what is repeated.

cognitive understanding that I was undertaking

Ordinarily, among the people who come to

with my clients as we explored their relationship

see me, pattern is frightening when discovered.

patterns was haunted by an echo. This echo

Perhaps, as is often the case, someone realizes
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Shibori: An Exercise in Seeing

that they married their parent. Of course, not

right there, in the pattern we have created?

their actual parent, but the pattern of their

Is the distastefulness of a blotched pattern

childhood has been instinctively reproduced

a strange representation of what it means to

against their conscious intentions.

leave the security of a pattern that we live? If

Not all patterns are stultifying. For example,

we venture too far outside of the norm of our

the health of our bodies and minds depend on

society, is the life we encounter splotchy like an

certain kinds of patterns and rhythms. We sleep

aborted pattern?

and feel better when we keep a set schedule

Perhaps, by undertaking a study of pattern

or pattern for sleep. Our bodies are stronger

we

could

indeed

discover

depictions

of

when we maintain a schedule of exercise. We

relationships. As I iron my cloth, letting the deep

are happier and rejuvenated when we habitually

blue become a permanent part of my fabric, I

celebrate certain moments of our lives, and we

reflect on the nature of choice and artistry. As

joyfully watch repetition in each generation;

if some unseen hand guides us, we follow our

we eagerly anticipate each child’s discovery

muse and determine what seems beautiful.

of walking and tumbling, first encounters

We are not the source of our determinations,

with butterflies and frogs, and a child’s first

however, any more than we are the source of

recognition of comfort, security, and love. Such

what inner workings have led us to love one

patterns bring great joy.

person and not another. Our freedom, in as

There are dark patterns, too, such as when

much as we have it, lies in discovering the

you feel trapped or directed by an unseen and

meanings that are already present. Our actions

diabolical hand. At times we cannot find a way

and our art reveal our hearts.



to stop repeating what we so yearn to be freed
from.
I don’t know where my explorations of shibori
and its pattersn will take me. That which is
beautiful in the abstract — repetition with small
variations — can be frightening as lived. From

For technical information about shibori, I am
indebted to the book Shibori, The Inventive
Art of Japanese Shaped Resist Dyeing, by
Yoshiko Iwamoto Wada, Mary Kellogg Rice,
and Jane Barton.

where do these patterns arise? Could we, with
great care and perception identify ourselves
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PORTFOLIO

CLAIRE LEWIS EVANS
“Art-making is a process of inquiry and discovery, a way of
experiencing the world. I experiment with compelling physical
materials and formal elements as a way of exploring
relationships between matter, consciousness, and
creativity. My creative process is a dance of manifestation
as works develop, evolve, and decay in time and space.
There may be false starts, unexpected turns, and surprise
destinations, but the making is a continual journey through
material, method, and form. It is both a grounding and
dynamic pursuit. • Making art is also an assertion of hope, a
way to cultivate grace, beauty, and delight. While I endeavor
to make work that resounds with aesthetic integrity, a
more personal goal is to make art infused with vitality
and presence. • Art is a mirror that reflects and reveals
our very existence as living beings on this planet. I want to
engage, participate, and share in the ongoing exchange of
creative expression that has given so much meaning, depth,
and flavor to my life. • My work is made to be experienced. It is
meant to cultivate attention and awareness. As such, it offers
the possibility of being present in the moment and forming a
deeper connection between the beholder, the environment,
and the world.”

CLAIRE LEWIS EVANS,

both an artist and writer, is
from Atlanta, Georgia, but she currently lives and works
in Alabama. While she works with a variety of media and
materials, sculpture has been her primary creative focus
in recent years. • A founding member of The Grocery, an
artist-run studio, exhibit, and performance space, her
work has been the focus of several solo shows including
Passages, Recent Sculpture, and Signs of Life, a series of
outdoor sculptures installed at the Black Belt Bamboost
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Magical Passes
“The making
is a continual
journey
through
material,
method, and
form.”

Bamboo Park in Northport, Alabama. • Her work has
been featured in numerous juried, invitational, and group
exhibits throughout the United States and has received
several awards. Evans holds an M.F.A. in studio art from the
University of Alabama as well as an M.A. in communication
and a B.F.A. in studio art from Georgia State University.

— Claire Lewis Evans
Claire Lewis Evans lives in Tuscaloosa, Alabama
www.clairelewisevans.com
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Gloriosa, 2014. 39 x 25 x 30
inches (99.0 x 63.5 x 76.2
cm). Mixed media.

Messenger, 2013. 72 x 84 x 72
inches (182.8 x 213.3 x 182.8
cm). Paper and bamboo.
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Accelerator, 2013. 32 x 60 x
30 inches (81.2 x 152.4 x 76.2
cm). Bamboo and cord.

Serenade, 2014. 50 x 30 x
40 inches (127.0 x 76.2 x
101.6 cm). Mixed media.
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Claire Lewis Evans

Suchness (background), 2015. Dimensions
variable. Paper. Lalla (above foreground;
right detail), 2015. 16.5 x 11 x 13.5 inches
(41.9 x 27.9 x 34.2 cm). Bronze.
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Magical Passes

Arc (above foreground; right detail),
2013. 48 x 69 x 32 inches (121.9 x
175.2 x 81.2 cm). Mixed media.
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I AM the A rt Department
Dorothy Rice
Her deceased father, Walter Small, longtime Jasper Community College student, mild-mannered mail carrier
by day, artist by night, had left a houseful of delicate watercolors and sketches, reminiscent of Monet’s water
lilies. An exhibit at the school he’d loved would be a fitting tribute. It had seemed a simple enough proposition.
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COlleGe

maybe have an application form?” she said.

website identified Emily Chard as

The young man blinked three times in rapid

the director of the Herman R. Book

succession. Liza stammered on, “To have art

Memorial Art Gallery, which was housed on

shown here. Is that how you say it? Do I have

the first floor of the Stanley Marshall Goodman

that right? To have a show in this gallery, is what

Library. To Liza Small, who hadn’t even been

I mean.”

he

JasPer

COmmUNitY

endowed with a middle name, it seemed

“Uh, yeah,” he said. “You have to talk to the,

every campus building, fountain, and bench

uh . . . ” He stood and backed towards an office

commemorated someone.

to the side of the reception desk while keeping

The library’s automatic doors swished open.

an eye fixed on Liza as if she might snatch his

The gallery was to her left. She stood in its

calculus book and run. The door was closed, the

entryway. White walls. Blonde hardwood floor.

blinds drawn. The nameplate affixed to the wall

Filtered sunlight from a bank of floor to ceiling

read, “EMILY CHARD, Director.”

windows. And then there was the art. Or was

Liza sucked down a deep breath. She’d been

it art, Liza wondered. On the far wall a film clip

practicing her elevator pitch in anticipation of

ran on a continuous loop. A droplet of paint, a

this meeting. Her deceased father, Walter Small,

pleasing shade of blue, light as sky, coalesced,

longtime Jasper Community College student,

dropped, splat, and then reformed to begin

mild-mannered mail carrier by day, artist by

again and again. Donuts of colored light, pink,

night, had left a houseful of delicate watercolors

yellow, and again the blue were projected

and sketches, reminiscent of Monet’s water

onto the wall opposite the windows. A canopy

lilies. An exhibit at the school he’d loved would

of white sheeting billowed just below the

be a fitting tribute. It seemed a simple enough

ceiling, splattered with red driblets that bore

proposition.

an uncomfortable resemblance to Liza’s sheets

Her father would not have approved of

when she awoke from a fitful sleep to discover

what she was doing. “Never forget what most

she’d started her period in the night.

appear to have never known. Humility is the

The young man at the reception desk looked

highest virtue and its own reward,” he would

up from the textbook he was reading. His hair

say, quoting someone she couldn’t remember.

was buzzed short and spiky. Liza suppressed

It was his credo. Liza didn’t believe it was true.

the urge to run her hand over it to see if it felt

Or if it were, it was a profound secret.

like a virgin toothbrush. She liked the allusion
and made a mental note of it.
“Is there someone I could talk to or do you

The bristly-haired student held the door
ajar and whispered to whoever was inside,
presumably Ms. Chard.

D������ R��� lives in Sacramento, California, with her husband and youngest of their
five children. Following a thirty-year career in environmental protection, she earned an M.F.A. in
creative writing from the University of California, Riverside. Her stories and essays have appeared
or are forthcoming in The Rumpus, Still Point Arts Quarterly, Brain, Child, The Louisville Review,
and a few others. Her first book, The Reluctant Artist, about her father (Joseph Rice, 1918-2011),
an unknown abstract artist, was published by Shanti Arts Publishing in 2015..
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Liza winced at a sharp stab in her lower

said, disliking the mewling sound of her own voice.

intestine. She regretted the jumbo bag of

“There’s no way we would ever consider an

popcorn she’d consumed for dinner the night

unknown. No need.” Emily Chard’s lips drew

before.

down at the corners as if she resented Liza

The Director was Liza’s approximate age,
forties, with a neat platinum bob, trim in a pair
of slacks, a matching silk blouse and a strand of

forcing her to state the obvious.
“Now that’s attractive,” her father would have
whispered if he were beside Liza.

pearls, long and irregular enough to be artful

“Fifteen years,” Liza said. “That’s a long time.

rather than staid. Liza felt frowsy in her colorful

And he’s really good. He is. Did you see? There

bohemian smock — a thrift-store find she’d

was a link in my email.”

imagined hit just the right note, free-spirited

Emily sighed and tapped her watch with a

and youthful enough that she blended with the

manicured nail. “I’ll keep him in mind if we ever

students.

have a group show.” She flapped her hand

“Ms. Chard,” Liza said, extending her hand.

again. “Not that we have any plans for one in

“It’s Chard, as in a shard of glass,” the Director

the foreseeable future. We don’t.”

said, withholding hers. “French,” she added,

“Did you know him?” Liza said, with the

eyes narrowed as if Liza should have known

sudden thought that Emily Chard was likely the

better.

woman Walter Small used to sometimes mimic

Liza felt that stab in her gut again. She tensed

when he came home after class. He’d called her

her butt cheeks. Not a good time to fart, she

“one frosty popsicle,” with a shiver that shook his

thought, and inevitably conjured her father.

bony shoulders.

“Scared the crap right out of you, didn’t she?” he

With a pained flutter of lids, Emily Chard

would have said if he were alive to hear the story.

closed her eyes, her store of patience seemingly

Liza asked if the Director had seen her emails.

exhausted.

She’d sent three and received no reply. Mindful

“I have a flier,” Liza said. “I’d like to put one in

that she wasn’t always as tactful as she ought to

each of the art professors’ mail slots. I’m writing

be, Liza didn’t mention the unanswered voice

something about my father and it would be

mails.

helpful to talk to anyone who knew him.”

Emily Chard furrowed her brow.

“I already forwarded your message to the few

“About my father, Walter Small,” Liza said.

I thought most appropriate. No one remembers

“Oh, that.” Emily Chard flapped a dismissive

your father. No one.”

hand. “It’s out of the question. As I’m sure you

“Maybe I could post one on a bulletin board in

can appreciate, we have many, many talented

the department office, in case there’s someone

students and professors here, not to mention

you missed.”

alums who have gone on to greatness.” She
tipped up her chin. “Famous artists. Wellknown artists. World-class artists.” With each
repetition of “artists,” she hissed.

“There isn’t,” Emily Chard said. “I AM the art
department.”

Liza

slumped onto a bench just outside the

“My father took classes here for fifteen years

library building. She smoothed the golden

after he retired. A full load every semester,” Lisa

plaque screwed into the backrest, tracing the
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sharp edges of the engraving with her fingertips.

Walter Small with each passing year. She was

The bench honored the memory of one Carlton

glad she hadn’t asked as she half-feared he

Gustafson. Stanley got a whole library. Herbert

would have told her to burn them as they had

a gallery. She wondered if Carlton knew and if

done with the things her stepmother left behind.

he felt the slight.

Clothes, letters, books — all of it went into the

The day was unnecessarily pleasant. Low

burn barrel, all but a jeweled broach Liza snuck

eighties. Sun with the hint of a cooling breeze,

into her pocket and carried with her ever since.

enough to freshen her arms and face without

Liza had been six. She vaguely remembered a

raising a goose bump. Liza scratched at a crusty

woman with soft hands and a menacing smile.

patch she hadn’t noticed on her dress, perhaps

Her birth mother had died in a car crash when

the chocolate pudding from breakfast. Liza had

she was two, too young to remember.

a margarine tub full of tacks and a stapler in one
of the bags that slumped at her feet. But the art
department had spoken. She foresaw that her

Liza wiped the wet from her eyes with the
back of her hand.

hopeful notices would be summarily tossed in

S he wandered back into the library to use the

the trash if she posted them. She pulled a stack

restroom before she got in her old Toyota and

of the fliers she had printed at the copy shop

headed for home.

that morning from a rumpled Rite Aid sack. Her

The circulation desk was opposite the gallery.

father squinted back at her from a fuzzy black-

Behind the counter an appealing young man

and-white photograph. “If you knew Walter

stared off into space. She approached him, not

‘Wally’ Small, contact Liza Small.”

sure why, yet compelled all the same. Wally

I’ll go home and whip up a batch of brownies,

shouldn’t just die and disappear without a trace.

she thought. I’ll watch old Bogart movies until

“Can I help you with something?” The young

there’s nothing left of this day. Wally was right.

man flicked overlong bangs out of his eyes. He

Better not to stick your neck out, that way you

had an intentionally lopsided haircut, like one

can’t be disappointed. She’d fallen into calling

of those pop stars in the tabloids. “Ma’am,” he

her father Wally when she moved back home

said. “Looking for something?”

after his first stroke. “Pop Pop” just sounded

“Yes, yes I am,” she said, thinking what it might

silly anymore. She could have moved out when

be. “Do you have old yearbooks or anything like

he recovered enough to care for himself. But

that?”

she didn’t. And he never brought it up. Over
the years they became friends, best friends, as
much as they were father and daughter.

He said he didn’t think so then swiveled in his
chair so that his back was to her.
“Hey, Carl,” he said. “We don’t have yearbooks,

Two months previous, she found him on the

do we?” An older man, bald and hunched,

kitchen floor, lifeless in a puddle of spilt milk.

looked up from a computer screen with cautious

He died without a goodbye or any speculation

interest. “What exactly are you looking for?” he

on the meaning of life. Liza did wonder. He’d

said, to Liza.

never said what she should do with his artwork,

She hadn’t noticed the quiet figure. “I really

sixty years of paintings and sketches that to

don’t know,” she said. He smiled encouragement.

her eyes grew more skilled, more distinctively

And it bubbled out of her, to Carl’s occasional
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sympathetic nods. About her father and how
the college had been his sanctuary and that
having a show in the gallery had seemed a

“You know a lot about the art department,”
Liza said. “Are you an artist?”
“No, just an art lover.”

natural extension of his life. And now she didn’t

His cheeks reddened. Liza felt a flutter in her

know what to do. Maybe if she could talk to

stomach, a reminder that she’d missed lunch,

some of his former professors it would help.

or perhaps it was the unexpected and pleasant

“The woman in the gallery said there’s nothing,

surprise of stumbling onto this man, onto Carl,

that no one remembers Wally. But there must

who seemed to understand what she needed.

be something.” Liza clasped the broach in her

He slid a piece of scratch paper towards her and

pocket. She tapped the dulled needle with her

asked her to write down her contact information:

thumb, a childhood habit that had left the skin

name, email, and phone number.

calloused and thick.

“If you’ve got time,” Carl said, “take the elevator

“Ah,” Carl said. “Say no more. I know of whom

to the upper floors. Walk around the perimeter on

you speak.” He pushed back his chair and joined

the third and fourth floors, right around the stacks.

her at the counter. “I have an idea.” He leaned

I’ve got a project going, one that’s consumed

on his forearms, his voice lowered, their heads

all my spare time for the past three years. This

close. “I shall return,” he said. “Have a seat in

amazing building is the ideal showcase for art. I’m

my office.” He gestured towards his workspace.

acquiring pieces from all of the professors who

After what felt like a long time, Carl

have taught at Jasper since the very beginning

returned pushing a book cart. The top shelf

when there were only two. And not like a museum

held several standing file boxes filled with

exhibit where the art disappears into storage never

course catalogs. He spent the better part of

to be seen again, but a permanent collection so

an hour at the computer, working from her

it has a home always, so future generations of

father’s transcript and the class schedules

students don’t forget the contributions of those

for all of the semesters Wally had completed

who came before.”

at Jasper. Eyes narrowed in concentration,

Liza beamed.

fingers tapping the keys, he mined for
information with the fervor of a biographer,
scribbling the occasional professor’s name on
a ruled yellow pad as he provided a running
commentary on each, telling Liza whether
they were still alive, whether they had all their
marbles, whether or not they would likely be
helpful to her cause.
“She’s your best bet,” Carl said, underscoring

“I’ve hit a snag,” Carl said. “But I’ll work through
it. Anyway, I thought you’d be interested.”
“What’s the snag?” she said, “if you don’t mind
my asking.”
He shrugged. “The usual. Lack of funds.”
“I would think the art department or the
college would take care of that.”
He shook his head. “No, this is my baby. The
department has other priorities.”

one name on the list. “Lourdes Fitzroy. In her

Their eyes met in a moment of complicity

nineties, retired, but sharp as a tack. Your father

that felt more sensual to Liza than any kiss, not

had her several times. I can’t give you her

that she knew from experience, but how she

personal information, but I’ll call her and see if

imagined a kiss, warm and promising. She asked

she’s interested in talking to you.”

how much he needed.
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“Well, I’ve got most of the art. The artists have
been more than generous with their work. There
are just a few loose ends. And it’s all got to be
installed properly.”
“So, how much?” Liza said.

under her breath as she gathered up her bags.
“I can’t accept these,” Carl said, holding the
checks out to her.
Liza raised her hand as if to take them from him
but just as Carl released his hold, she withdrew

Carl shrugged. “I could probably manage it

her hand and the checks floated to the carpet

with fifty grand. It’s going to happen. No way

like leaves on the wind. Liza began to hum again.

is this not going to happen. It’s just a matter of

She clutched her bags close, scurried into the

time and diligence.”

lobby and out of doors, leaving the checks

Liza rummaged in one of her bags. She set
a bruised banana and a bagel on Carl’s desk,
followed by several romance novels, muscled

behind.

“S ome

kind of nut, I guess,” Carl said to Ben,

men and full-breasted women on their glossy

as the automatic doors closed behind her. “She

covers.

had me going for a while. It’s too bad. I sensed

Carl sat up straighter and scooted his swivel
chair further from Liza.
“Research,” she said, with a nod to the
books. She extracted a sheaf of business-sized
envelopes rubber banded together from her
bag.
“Look,” Carl said, scrolling through his emails.
“I should get back to work.”
Liza ripped open one of the envelopes and

a kindred spirit.”
“Oh, is that what that was?” Ben said.
Carl wadded up a piece of paper and tossed
it at his young assistant.
“So what if she’s a few pancakes short of a full
stack,” Ben said, dodging the missile. “When’s
the last date you went on?”
“Don’t you have work to do?” Carl said.
Just for the hell of it, Carl googled Jubilee Starr.

then another, removed a check from each, and

His screen filled with direct hits. “Mysterious author

endorsed them both over to Carl, using the

of a fast-selling line of romance novels,” read a

nameplate beside his computer station for the

review. “More explicit, designed for a woman of

correct spelling of his name.

a certain age, the successful cougar who knows

“There’s a little over sixty thousand here,” she

what she wants,” from the author’s Amazon page.

said, scooting the checks across the countertop

None of the book jackets carried a photograph of

until they rested beside his keyboard. “I’ve been

the author or any other personal information.

putting off going to the bank. Perhaps I wasn’t
meant to.”
“Where did you get these?” Both checks were

Carl held one of the checks up to the light and
laughed out loud.
“You losing it, boss?” Ben said.

made out not to Liza or any possible derivation

“Au contraire,” Carl said, with a wide grin. “I

of that name, but to someone named Jubilee

think life just handed me a long overdue glass

Starr.

of lemonade.”

“Pen name,” she said, batting her lashes.
“Ah, no,” Carl said, shaking his head, slowly,
side to side. “Thanks, but no thanks.”
Liza seemed not to have heard. She hummed

“Whatever,” Ben said as he flicked back his
bangs.
Carl googled Walter Small. The World Wide
Web drew a blank.
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ENDNOTE

David Henderson, Days of Summer, from The River, Still Point Art Gallery.

Keep your rivers flowing as they will, and you will continue to know the most
important of all freedoms — the boundless scope of the human mind to contemplate
wonders, and to begin to understand their meaning. — David Brower
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